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Abstract

Abstract
Photoacoustic spectroscopy (PAS), in which the light absorption in analyte is
converted into localized heat production and consequent acoustic pressure wave by
modulation, is a powerful tool for trace gas detection. Among various acoustic
detection techniques, quartz-enhanced photoacoustic spectroscopy (QEPAS), in
which a tiny quartz tuning fork (QTF) is employed as acoustic transducer via
piezoelectric effect, shows a number of advantages, including high sensitivity,
compact size, low cost, and so on, over other methods.
Beginning with a detailed review of the development of PAS, we mainly focused
on the gas detection based on QEPAS method and its association with fiber-optic
devices in this thesis. The basic principles and theoretical descriptions of QEPAS,
including gas absorption line, acoustic generation, resonance and loss mechanism in
a cylindric cavity, resonance model of QTF, and wavelength modulation (WM)
method, were introduced to provide a theoretical basis for the whole thesis.
We developed a numerical model with finite element method to simulate the
multiple physical processes in the spectrophone of QEPAS. The model was
calibrated by experimental results and found to be reliable. The position of the laser
beam was optimized to be 0.6 mm down from the opening of the QTF gap. With
varying resonant tube dimensions, unusual acoustic signal evolution and resonance
curves were found. The results were explained by the acoustic coupling and QTF
vibration. A set of parameters of spectrophone was suggested for optimal QEPAS gas
detection. The numerical model provides an efficient approach in better
understanding the acoustic coupling and energy conversion in QEPAS, and
demonstrates a theoretical guidance for the spectrophone optimization. The detailed
model setup procedure might be also instructive in the simulation of multiple
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physical processes.
An experiment of QEPAS gas sensing was carried out by using a near-IR DFB
laser. The acoustic signal was amplified by a pair of rigid tubes with optimized
dimension and accumulated in a resonant QTF. Considering the property of diode
laser, the influence of residual intensity modulation (RIM) on WM was analyzed
theoretically and compared with experimental results. It shows that the acoustic
signal profile is deformed and an extra phase delay is induced for optimal acoustic
detection. By using a DFB laser with an output power of 8.44 mW and a wavelength
of 1.53 μm, acetylene detection with a minimum detectable concentration limit of 2
ppm was achieved, corresponding to a normalized noise equivalent absorption (1σ)
coefficient of 6.16×10-8 cm-1 W/Hz1/2.
In order to simplify the optical collimating/focusing components in conventional
open-path QEPAS, we proposed a novel evanescent-wave photoacoustic
spectroscopy (EPAS) by using a tapered optical micro/nano fiber. As the diameter of
an optical fiber is reduced to the scale of wavelength or even smaller, a considerable
portion of light propagating outside of the fiber can be used to generate an acoustic
wave by photoacoustic effect. By using a high sensitive QTF as the acoustic detector,
a tapered optical fiber with a diameter of 1.1 μm, passing through the middle of the
gap between two prongs of QTF, was demonstrated for EPAS acetylene detection
with a comparable normalized acoustic signal with bare-QTF based QEPAS. The
normalized noise equivalent absorption coefficient was estimated to be 1.5×10-6 cm-1
W/Hz1/2 and possible enhancement approaches were suggested. The EPAS gas
sensing method greatly simplifies the QEPAS system and promises a potential
multiplexing gas sensing in fiber-optic network.
We also developed an all-optical gas sensing method based on a miniature
diaphragm-type extrinsic Fabry-Perot interferometer (EFPI). The F-P cavity of the
EFPI is used as the gas cell, and the diaphragm is served as acoustic responser. With
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a polymer diaphragm of 2.75 mm in diameter and ~ 2 μm in thickness, an all-optical
PAS system was demonstrated for acetylene detection with a detectable
concentration limit of 4.3 ppm at atmospheric pressure by using an 8-mW DFB laser.
The method incorporates the acoustic generation and detection in a same optical
device for the first time, to the best of our knowledge, and pushes the sensor size into
millimeter scale. This work might inspire the realization ways for all-optical
multiplexing gas sensing.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1 Literature review
Trace gas detection and quantification is of importance in many areas including
environmental monitoring, industrial process control, medical diagnostics, mine
safety, et al. The most efficient method for gas detection is infrared (IR) spectroscopy,
which utilizes the gas absorption in the IR spectral range through its molecular
transition between the energy levels. Due to the appearance of high quality light
sources and high sensitivity detection techniques, gas detection has gained a
remarkable development over the past several decades. Among various gas detection
methods, photoacoustic spectroscopy (PAS) shows outstanding characteristics due to
its zeros background noise, compact size, high sensitivity, and so on [1].
Different from conventional direct optical absorption spectroscopy based on
Beer-Lambert law which states the exponential attenuation of transmitted intensity
of light in the detection medium, PAS is a zero background calorimetric method
governed by photoacoustic effect, which can be dated back to Bell’s famous
discovery in 1880 that modulated sunlight can generate sound when absorbed by
solid or gaseous medium as shown in Figure 1.1 [2]. In PAS, the periodic light
absorption in gases is converted into localized heating then acoustic pressure wave,
which is subsequently detected by a high sensitive microphone to address the gas
information.
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Figure 1.1 Bell’s setup for the discovery of photoacoustic effect [3]. A, ear phone
to collect the acoustic signal; B, chopper to modulate the light intensity; C,
reflecting mirror; D, support used to adjust the mirror.

Due to the lack of high-quality light source and sensitive acoustic detection
techniques, PAS has been almost forgotten for half a century until the invention of
laser sources. The unceasing appearance of high sensitive acoustic detection
techniques further accelerates the development of PAS. The development of PAS
will be reviewed along three main lines as follows:

1.1.1 Light sources
Light source is the first key component for PAS, the selection of which is governed
by several considerations: a) the wavelength must be consistent with gas absorption
line (generally in mid-IR or near-IR); b) with a large and stable output power to
provide a constant absorption; c) with narrow line width to precisely select the
desired absorption line.
In Bell’s experiment, the light source is sunlight. But the quantitative
measurement is impossible. Not until 1938, Viengerov introduced the first PAS gas
detection system [3], in which he used a blackbody as the light source and the
photoacoustically generated pressure wave was detected in a resonant space. An
important breakthrough happened for the first use of continuous wave (cw) CO2
laser as the light source for PAS carbon dioxide detection in 1968 [4]. Laser was a
brand new light source with superior beam quality, very narrow line width and high
radiative power, which provide a perfect light source for PAS. Subsequent research
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by Kreuzer achieved a methane concentration limit of 10 part-per-billion (ppb) by
using a He-Ne laser [5]. Since 1970s, PAS for gas detection booms due to the
availability of high power lasers in the mid-IR range, which falls into the
fundamental absorption range of many gas species. Line-tunable high power (1 W)
CO and CO2 gas laser was first used as PAS light source by Kreuzer et al. in 1972
[6]. They successfully detected the ethylene concentration as small as 5 ppb in air. In
current state-of-the-art experiments, CO and CO2 gas laser with output power over
several ten watts can be easily available, which pushes the gas concentration
detection sensitivity to the sub-ppb level or even smaller [7-9].
Although mid-IR gas laser exhibits excellent capability for PAS trace gas
detection, their large size, complex control and expensive cost prevent them from
finding more applications in practice. In recent years, plenty of novel laser sources,
including tunable diode lasers (TDLs) [10-12], distributed feedback (DFB) lasers
[13-16], mid-IR quantum cascade lasers (QCLs) [17-21], laser-pumped optical
parametric oscillators (OPOs) [22,23] and difference frequency generators (DFGs)
[24] , and fiber lasers [25,26], applied to the PAS system promoted the full
development of PAS gas detection for various applications.
Tunable diode laser has the advantages of compact size, low cost, high stability
and reliability, long lifetime et al., which can be continuously tunable in 20-100 nm
bandwidth range with an electrical signal at room temperature. Both of the
wavelength and intensity can be modulated at a high frequency. However, the output
power is only in the ~mW range and the wavelength in the near-IR band (0.8-1.62
μm), which corresponds to the relatively weak absorption of molecules. With the
assist of erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA), the power can be amplified to as
high as ~500 mW, and the gas concentration detection can be enhanced to ppb level
[27, 28].
DFB laser is a kind of even smaller semiconductor laser that based on the
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periodic Bragg grating structure oscillator. The wavelength of DFB laser is
distributed in the near-IR communication band (1.3-1.6 μm) and the output power
ranges from 1-10 mW. The gas concentration detection sensitivity based on DFB
laser is typically in the ~ppm level. The more and more favor of using DFB laser in
PAS system is due to its high stability, long lifetime, fast response, narrow line width
and compact size. The fiber pigtail feature of this kind of laser makes it be more
easily connected into the communication and detection system.
The invention of QCL by Faist et al. from Bell laboratories in 1994 [29] opens
up a new area for PAS in the mid-IR spectral region. Different from other
semiconductor laser, the emission wavelength of QCL is determined by its
geometrical structure rather than the semiconductor material, thus the emission
wavelength from 4-12 μm can be realized by properly control the laser structure.
Compared with CO and CO2 gas laser, QCL can emit light at any wavelength,
theoretically at least, in the mid-IR region with power up to >100 mW [30]. The
room temperature operation currently makes it more versatile in many applications.
The tuning rang can be extended to typically ±5% of the central wavelength for
external cavity QCLs [31]. All these features enables QCL represent the most
promising light sources for gas sensing applications. Nevertheless, light propagation
and detection in mid-IR range is still a big problem, which is especially apparent for
remote sensing application.
Another alternative for mid-IR light source is based on nonlinear optical process,
i.e., OPO and DFG. With this method, light source with any wavelength in the range
of 3-15 μm can be achieved, depending on the nonlinear materials. An often used
nonlinear material is periodically poled LiNbO3, also known as PPLN, which
provides tuning in the important 3-4.5 μm range. The cw power of DFG is typically
in the μW-mW range while up to 2 W for OPO [32]. The drawback of this kind of
light source is its expensive cost and complicated setup.
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Most recently, PAS gas detection based on a near-IR tunable erbium doped fiber
laser (TEDFL) was proposed by Q. Yu’s group [25]. Ammonia concentration limit of
3 ppb was achieved by them with an EDFA to boost the light power to 500 mW
before entering the gas cell. Since the erbium doped fiber (EDF) has a broad gain
bandwidth from 1520-1610 nm, which covers a number of gas absorption lines in the
near-IR region, multi-gas sensing is permitted without using multi-lasers with
specifically designed wavelength in most other gas sensing cases. Fiber laser-based
PAS also possesses the advantages of easy access to the amplification and
multiplexing system.
The main characteristics of IR tunable laser source are listed in Table 1.1.
Table 1.1 Main characteristics of IR tunable laser sources for PAS gas sensing system [32].
Laser sources

Wavelength (μm)

Tuning property

Power

Operation

Fiber lead out

CO laser

2.8-4.1, 4.8-8.4

line tunable

50 mW - ~W

RT

No

9-11

line tunable

Watts

RT

No

Solid State

2.2-3.1, 3.9-4.5

0.5-1 μm

1 W cw (pulsed)

RT(Cryo)

No

TDL

0.8-1.62

20-100 nm

~mW

RT

Yes

DFB laser

1.3-1.65

few nm

1-10 mW

RT

Yes

QCL

4-25

cm−1 - >100 cm−1

mW-W

Cryo/TE/RT

No

3-16

~μm

>1 W

RT

No

3-16

~μm

μW-mW

RT

No

up to 60 nm

Watts

RT

Yes

CO2 laser
a

b

OPO

b

DFG

Fiber laser

c

1.52-1.61

a

2+

2+

Examples: Cr :ZnSe laser (Fe :ZnSe laser), etc.

b

Examples: PPLN, AgGaSe2, LiInS2, LiInSe2, etc.

c

Examples: Erbium-doped fiber laser.

1.1.2 Acoustic enhancement methods
Acoustic signal can be apparently enhanced in a well-designed PA cell before
detected. PA cell operation at its resonance mode by tuning the laser modulation
frequency to one of the resonant frequencies of the gas cell was introduced by
Dewey et al. [33] and Kamm [34]. This resonant gas cell operation can significantly
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enhance the acoustic signal via the acoustic energy accumulation in the gas cell. The
signal enhancement is embodied by the quality factor (Q-factor) of the acoustic
resonator, which is typically in the range of 10-50 for the longitudinal resonance [35,
36], but much higher (several hundreds) for cylindrical resonators with radial or
azimuthal resonances [37]. The optimized design of an acoustic resonator is
significant for improving the sensitivity of a PAS gas sensing system by enhancing
the acoustic signal in the gas cell, due to the constructive acoustic interference
caused by the boundaries, and suppressing the influence of background noises. A
variety of gas cells were summarized in the review paper [38] as shown in Figure
1.2.

Figure 1.2 Different kinds of resonant PA cells. (a) Simple tube for excitation of
longitudinal modes; (b) Tube with two buffer volumes; (c) Helmholz resonator
with separate sample and detection chambers for solid samples; (d) Coaxial
excitation in a cylinder; (e) Asymmetric multipass arrangements for azimuthal
modes excitation in a cylinder; (f) Cylindrical cell suitable for excitation of the
first radial mode with suppression of the window noise [38].

Generally, the PA cell can be classified into three types: 1-dimensional (1-D)
resonant tube, Helmholz resonator and resonant cavity [39]. However, the mostly
used PA cell is 1-D type, i.e., the dimension of the cross section is far smaller than
the wavelength of acoustic signal in the cell, for its simplicity, compact size, high
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frequency operation, and high sensitivity.
Another important means for acoustic enhancement is achieved by multipass
absorption [40, 41] or cavity enhancement [42, 43]. Hao et al. developed a multipass
Lissajous system for laser PAS gas detection by using a pair of cylindrical concave
mirrors at appropriate spacing in a spheric cell [40]. The effective optical power in
the absorption cell was enhanced by 45 times. Rey et al. investigated the optimized
condition in a high absorption multipass PA cell for the first longitudinal acoustic
mode [41]. The first cavity-enhanced PAS was reported by Rossi et al. [42]. The
light intensity was amplified by using an external feedback-controlled Fabry-Perot
cavity and the detection sensitivity down to tens ppb for gas absorption in the region
between 1.5-1.7 μm was obtained. Hippler et al. recently introduced a novel method
of cavity-enhanced resonant PAS gas detection by using optical feedback cw diode
laser [43]. The laser power accumulated in the gas cell was amplified by ~1000
times due to the high finesse of optical cavity.

1.1.3 Acoustic detection techniques
The acoustic detection technique is the last important part that can ultimately limit
the gas detection sensitivity. In photoacoustic effect discovery experiment, Bell used
human ear as acoustic detector, which cannot quantitatively measure the acoustic
signal. As the development of microelectronics, high sensitive electric microphone
had been used for the acoustic detect in PAS system since 1980s [44]. In most cases,
the acoustic detector in PAS gas sensing system was inclined to be an electric
capacitive microphone, the electric signal of which is linearly related to the
amplitude of the detected acoustic signal, due to its simplicity, and stability. Since
the size of the microphone is very small, multiple microphone detectors are easy
implemented as point sensor. Nägele et al. used a microphone array (16 microphones)
for the detection of first longitudinal acoustic resonant mode distribution of a
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multipass gas cell [45]. However, the wide response bandwidth and low sensitivity
limits it to be used for high sensitive gas detection. Beside capacitive microphone,
there are two new alternative techniques for acoustic wave detection.
The first one utilizes a miniature quartz tuning fork (QTF) as the acoustic
transducer that was proposed by Kosterev et al. from Rice University in 2002 [46].
The sensing method is called quartz-enhanced photoacoustic spectroscopy (QEPAS),
in which the photoacoustic induced sound wave applied on the prong of QTF is
converted into electric signal through piezoelectric effect of QTF. The QTF is
commercially available with very low cost and commonly used in wrist watches. The
resonant frequency of this kind of acoustic detector is about 32.768 kHz in vacuum
and ~ 10 Hz lower in atmospheric pressure. The higher frequency response makes it
be immune to the environmental noise and the high Q-factor (~ 10000 in air) ensures
a very high sensitivity of it. The PA cell of QEPAS can be greatly reduced compared
with microphone-based PAS due the compact size of QTF [47, 48]. With optimized
spectrophone, the sensitivity up to 3.3×10-9 cm-1 W Hz-1/2 was achieved with this
method [49]. Replacing of most on-beam detection schemes (Figure 1.3 (a)), the
QTF can be also placed beside the resonant tube near the side-opening as off-beam
configuration as shown in Figure 1.3 (b) [50, 51]. The assembly of the spectrophone
is more convenient with comparable sensitivity to on-beam QEPAS.

Figure 1.3 (a) On beam and (b) off-beam schemes for QEPAS gas detection [49].
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Another method for PAS gas detection is based on a microcantilever and
associated with an external Michelson interferometer which was first proposed by
Kauppinen’s group from the University of Turku (Finland) in 2003 [52]. The
resonant acoustic wave in the gas cell pushes the cantilever with a deflection, which
is measured by a Michelson interferometer as shown in Figure 1.4 [53]. The
dimensions of the cantilever are generally 4mm×2mm×5μm [54]. Because of the
bend of the free end instead of stretch in the middle, the movement at the free end of
a cantilever is up to two orders larger in magnitude than in the middle of a tightened
membrane for capacitive microphone. The cantilever-enhanced PAS (CEPAS) has
the advantages of high sensitivity and thermal stability, immune to electromagnetic
interference due to optical detection, etc., over general microphone based PAS.
Laurila et al. carried out the first diode laser-based CEPAS with a DFB laser at 1572
nm for carbon dioxide detection in 2005 [55], and a noise equivalent sensitivity of
2.8×10-10 cm-1 W/Hz1/2 was obtained. Later, they enhanced the sensitivity to
1.7×10-10 cm-1 W/Hz 1/2 by optimizing the cantilever-based PA cell [56], which was
the best reported sensitivity ever, to the best of our knowledge, and at least one order
larger than any other detection methods in tunable diode laser PAS (TDLPAS).
However, due to the high requirement for the fabrication and assembly of the
cantilever, and the complexity of the system brought by Michelson-type
interferometric detection, the application of cantilever based PAS is limited for its
expense. In addition, the cantilever-type PAS is more susceptible to the
environmental and sample gas flow noise.
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Figure 1.4 (a) Scheme of cantilever-enhanced PAS gas sensing system and (b)
close-up figure of cantilever [53].

More recently, a novel detector based on electromechanical film (EMFi) was
introduced for acoustic transducer in PAS gas sensing application [57, 58]. The
frequency response of the EMFi is flat and wide (hundreds of kHz), and its easier
formable and stackable, flexible, durable and low cost properties, high sensitivity to
acoustic wave (down to 27 ppb for NO2 detection at 436 nm) makes it be a
competitive transducer material in the future.
In the applications of remote and multiplex gas sensing, fiber-based detection is
required. As early as 1995, Breguet et al. proposed the first optical microphone for
PAS gas detection as shown in Figure 1.5 [59]. They wound and glued the optical
fiber on a thin plate as one arm of a Michelson interferometer. The acoustic pressure
in the cylindric gas cell, one end of which was sealed by the thin plate, was excited
as the first longitudinal acoustic resonant mode. As the acoustic pressure applied on
the thin plate, it will be deformed and induce the length of the optical fiber, which
will affect the interferometric output intensity. By utilizing both a Michelson
interferometer and a Sagnac interferometer with fiber length of 4.5 km, respectively,
the authors achieved the detection sensitivity down to 14 ppbv of ethanol vapor with
0.6 W CO2 laser as light source.
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Figure 1.5 Experimental setup by Breguet et al. for Sagnac interferometric PAS
acoustic detection [59].

An

all-optical

PAS

approach

with

a

diaphragm-based

Fabry-Perot

interferometric acoustic detector was reported for acetylene detection in 2011 as
shown in Figure 1.6 [60]. A 4-mm-diameter polymer diaphragm with a thickness of 6
μm was sealed on the flat end of a ferrule, and a single mode fiber was plugged in
with a section of cavity between them to form a Fabry-Perot interferometer. The
acoustic pressure wave deforms the polymer diaphragm and can be read out from the
interferometric system. A concentration limit of 1.56 ppb for acetylene detection was
achieved by them with an erbium-doped fiber laser and an EDFA.

Figure 1.6 Diaphragm-based Fabry-Perot interferometric detection system for
all-optical PAS gas detection [60].

Most recently, our group proposed an evanescent-wave PAS (EPAS) method
based on micro/nano fibers [61]. The acoustic wave was excited by the periodic
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interaction between the evanescent field of a microfiber and the gas analyte, and
detected with a QTF. Acetylene sensitivity of 1.96×10-6 cm-1 W/Hz1/2 was obtained
by us with a 1.1-μm-diameter tapered optical fiber and bare QTF detection.

1.2 Motivation of this work
Trace gas detection with PAS gained much success in the past two decades. Since the
acoustic signal is generated from the absolute optical absorption, there is no
background signal without gas absorption. Among different detection methods,
QEPAS, in which the acoustic signal is detected by a tiny QTF at its resonance mode
via piezoelectric effect, draws many attentions for its compact size, low cost and
high sensitivity. To better understand the physical process and improve its gas
sensing ability is the first motivation of this thesis.
Although many experimental works have been done on QEPAS, the systematic
introduction of each part of QEPAS is had to be found. Thus we set up several
models to theoretical demonstrate the behavior of QTF vibration, and acoustic signal
amplification in the micro-resonator. Further more, a numerical method is thought to
be necessary to quantitatively describe the acoustic coupling in the spectrophone and
provide a useful guidance for the optimization of spectrophone parameters.
Wavelength modulation (WM) and second harmonic detection is usually
adopted for gases with well-resolved absorption lines in QEPAS. For semiconductor
diode laser, a modulation on the laser wavelength can simultaneously cause the
modulation of laser intensity, which added to the second harmonic signal can affect
the signal amplitude and optimal detection phase. Therefore, a theoretical deviation
of this combined wavelength modulation and residual intensity modulation might be
useful for the understanding of modulation process and selecting of optimal
modulation parameters. Experimental work will be carried out to verify the
theoretical results and also provides a method for the determination of the laser
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modulation information.
Considering

the

complicated

light

focusing/alignment

components

in

conventional open-path QEPAS, we try to simplify this part by using a compact and
efficient fiber-optic method, i.e., evanescent-wave PAS gas detection method based
on a tapered optical micro/nano fiber. As the diameter of an optical fiber is reduced
to the scale of wavelength or even smaller, a considerable portion of light power will
propagate outside the physical boundary of the fiber as evanescent field. This part of
light can interact with ambient gas analyte and generate acoustic wave by periodic
modulation. PA excitation based on evanescent field avoids the use of complicated
optical collimating/focusing system and makes the light propagate more freely.
Moreover, the compact size, low cost, and potential multiplexing capability promises
its bright future in gas sensing application.
As the development of fiber network and near-IR diode laser sources, remote
gas sensing and multiple points monitoring is required in some applications.
However, up to date, almost all of the reported investigations on PAS gas detection
are based on open-path coupling or electric detection. Although the sensitivity can be
extremely high with large-power light source, multiplexing and multi-point sensing
is not possible. Therefore, we try to find the solution of the combination of high
sensitive PAS detection technique, such as QEPAS, and fiber based devices, or even
the all-optical gas detection system in this work.

1.3 Thesis outline
The thesis structure is arranged as follows:
Chapter 1 We review the development and background of PAS from three
different main lines: the development of light source, the enhancement approaches of
acoustic wave before detected and the different acoustic detection methods. And then
the motivation of this work is talked about which followed by the thesis structure.
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Chapter 2 In this chapter, we will introduce the principle of PAS in detail,
including the gas absorption line, photoacoustic effect in gases, acoustic generation
and resonance in a cylindric PA cell, and also the acoustic loss scheme.
Chapter 3 Theoretical description of quartz-enhanced photoacoustic spectroscopy
will be presented in this chapter. Three different models, mechanical, electrical and
piezoelectric, are developed to describe the properties of QTF. Then the acoustic
enhancement in an ideal 1-D resonant tube will be derived for QEPAS. The
wavelength modulation method, which is usually used in QEPAS, for an actual
semiconductor in PAS scheme will be investigated in detail.
Chapter 4 A numerical model will be setup for the investigation on the behavior of
a spectrophone in QEPAS, including the acoustic generation, coupling and
distribution in PA cell, and the vibration property and piezoelectric effect of QTF.
Finally, the optimized parameters for the design of a spectrophone will be suggested.
Chapter 5 Experimental research on QEPAS will be carried out. We will
experimentally determine the property of our laser source and QTF first. Then the
experimental research of QEPAS gas sensing will be demonstrated. The influence of
residual amplitude modulation on wavelength modulation will be discussed and the
performance of our sensing system will be evaluated.
Chapter 6 We will propose a novel evanescent-wave PAS method for acoustic
excitation by using an optical micro/nano fiber. First, the fabrication and property of
a micro/nano fiber will be presented. Subsequently, the method will be employed for
acetylene detection with a QTF as the acoustic detector. The method will be
analyzed and improvement possibility will be discussed.
Chapter 7 In this chapter, an all-optical gas sensing method based on PAS by
using a diaphragm-based extrinsic Fabry-Perot interferometer (EFPI) as the sensing
element will be presented. The principle of EFPI will be demonstrated and the
acoustic response of diaphragm will be theoretically addressed and experimentally
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examined. Then the sensing system for gas detection will be evaluated.
Chapter 8 The conclusion of the whole work will be drawn and the future work
will be suggested in this chapter.

1.4 Summary
In this chapter, we mainly introduced the background knowledge of this thesis,
including the development of photoacoustic spectroscopy for trace gas detection
from the aspects of light source evolution, gas cell enhancement and alternative
acoustic detection techniques. The main motivation of this thesis is demonstrated
and the outline for each specific chapter is listed.
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Chapter 2
Photoacoustic spectroscopy

2.1 Introduction
Photoacoustic spectroscopy, or PAS, is a molecular detection method based on
spectral absorption in target medium. Different from direct absorption spectroscopy,
in which the absorption in analyte is determined by the transmitted optical power, the
light absorption in PAS is converted into acoustic energy via photoacoustic effect by
the proper modulation of the light source, the acoustic wave is accumulated and
amplified in a well designed PA cell, and finally detected by a high sensitive acoustic
detector. A detailed theoretical description of PAS in this chapter, although which
might appear elsewhere similarly, is regarded to be helpful for better understanding
the physical process in it and assisted-designing the sensing system. Obviously, PAS
is also an absorption spectroscopy, which strongly depends on the gas absorption line.
Thus, the theory of the gas absorption line will be introduced first.

2.2 Gas absorption line
When an optical light beam with specific wavelength interacts with gases, part of the
light energy will be absorbed by the gas to excite the gas molecules under lower
energy level to jump to a higher energy level. The absorption wavelengths and
intensities are unique for each gas molecule, which allows for gas species and
concentration identification.
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2.2.1 Intensity of the gas absorption line
The absorption spectroscopy is governed by the Beer-Lambert law, i.e., the
transmitted optical intensity through an absorption medium with length l is expressed
as [1]:
I out ( )  I 0 ( ) exp   ( )l  ,

(2.1)

where I 0 ( ) is the incident light intensity at wavenumber  (in cm-1)， and  ( )
is the absorption coefficient in cm-1, which is determined by the gas line strength,
lineshape, line width and concentration as:

 ( )  N ( )  CN tot Sg ( ) ,

(2.2)

where C  N / N tot is gas molecular concentration with N and N tot are the target
gas molecular and total molecular density in mol/cm3, respectively, cross
section  ( )  Sg ( ) is described by the line strength S (in cm-1/(mol cm-2)) and

normalized lineshape function g ( ) . The total gas molecular density at temperature
T (in Kelvin) and pressure p (in atm) can be expressed by:

N tot  N L

296
p,
T

(2.3)

where N L =2.479×1019 mol·cm-3·atm-1 is the Loschmidt number.
The line strength S of an absorption transition is a function of the population
in the lower quantum state N n , and the probability of the transition between lower
state n and higher state m (determined by Einstein coefficient Bnm ) as [2]
S

N n h nm

 hc nm  
Bnm 1  exp 
 ,
N c
 kT  


(2.4)

where c is light velocity in vacuum and k is Boltzmann constant. The value of
line strength for a specific absorption line of various familiar gases can be found in
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[3]. Absorption lines for several gases in the near-IR spectral region are plotted in
Figure 2.1 for example.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2.1 Absorption lines for four different familiar gases in the near-IR region.
(a) CH4, (b) C2H2, (c) H2O and (d) CO2.

2.2.2 Spectral shape of the absorption line
Broadening due to the environment can greatly affect the absorption transition of gas
molecules, which results in different absorption lineshapes. The lineshape provides
important information such as the temperature, gas concentration and pressure.
Three significant lineshape functions (Gaussian, Lorentzian and Voigt) and their
broadening mechanisms will be described below.
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(a) Gaussian lineshape
The Gaussian lineshape function results from inhomogeneous broadening
mechanism such as Doppler broadening, which is caused by the random thermal
motion of gas molecules. The lineshape function is expressed as
g D ( ) 

1

2

   0  
exp  ln 2 
 ,



 D  

ln 2

D

(2.5)

where  D (in cm-1) is Doppler half width of half maximum (HWHM) of absorption
line and can be calculated by

 D  0

2kT ln 2
T
,
 3.5812  107 0
2
mc
M

(2.6)

where  0 (in cm-1) is line center wavenumber, T (in Kelvin) is temperature and M (in
atomic mass unit) is the molecular weight of the target gas. The peak value of
Gaussian lineshape function is
g D ( 0 ) 

1

ln 2

D



.

(2.7)

(b) Lorentzian lineshape
Lorentzian lineshape function is the result of two homogeneous broadening
mechanisms, natural lifetime broadening and collisional broadening. Natural
broadening is caused by the uncertainty in energy of the states in a finite lifetime of
absorption transition described by the Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle. While
collisional broadening is produced by the collision between particles in the process
of emission and absorption. In most cases, natural broadening can be neglected
because of the relatively long lifetime of the energy levels. Both of these two
broadenings have the Lorentzian profile, so the Lorentzian lineshape function is
expressed by
g L ( ) 

L
,
   0 2   L2
1
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where  L (in cm-1) is Lorentzian HWHM,  0 (in cm-1) is line center wavenumber.
The peak value of Lorentzian lineshape function is

g L ( 0 ) 

1

 L

.

(2.9)

(c) Voigt lineshape
In practice, Doppler broadening often dominates at low pressure and collisional
broadening dominates at high pressure. Therefore, the actual overall broadening is a
combination of Doppler, natural and collisional broadening. The lineshape is given
by the Voigt profile in the case of independent broadening
gV ( ) 



g

D

(u )g L (  u )du .

(2.10)



The above equation can be further written as
gV ( )  g D ( 0 )



exp( y 2 )
 a 2  (w  y)2 dy ,
 
a

(2.11)

where the Voigt parameter a, non-dimensional line position w and integral variable y
are defined as
a  ln 2 L /  D ,

(2.12a)

w  ln 2   0  /  D ,

(2.12b)

y  ln 2u /  D .

(2.12c)

The line width (HWHM) of Voigt lineshape can be estimated by [4]

 V  0.5346 L  0.2166 L2   D2 .

(2.13)

The peak value of Voigt lineshape function is expressed by [5]


exp( y 2 )
 1
gV ( 0 )  g D ( 0 )  2
dy 
,
2
  a  y
 ( L   ED )
a

where  ED   D / ln 2 is effective HWHM of Doppler broadening.
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Figure 2.2 The absorption lineshapes of different broadening profiles with the
same HWHM.

Figure 2.2 shows the comparison between these three lineshape profiles on a
normalized scale of frequency and intensity. It reveals that the Lorentzian profile has
a relatively larger intensity than Gaussian profile for frequencies far from the center.
For small Voigt parameter a, Doppler broadening dominates in the absorption, so
Voigt profile approaches Gaussian profile. Otherwise, Collisional broadening
dominates, and Voigt profile shows a Lorentzian-like behavior.

2.3 The photoacoustic effect in gases

Figure 2.3 Schematic of physical processes in photoacoustic effect in gas.
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The photoacoustic effect, first discovered by Bell in 1880, is the basic principle that
governs the PAS. Photoacoustic effect in gas-phase medium is composed by the
following processes [6]:
1) A modulated or pulsed laser source with specific wavelength interacts with
the molecules with target gas to excite the gas molecules in lower energy
level to higher energy level by stimulated absorption;
2) The relaxation of excited gas molecules due to the molecular collision in the
form of R-T, V-R, T and E-V, R, T processes leads to localized transient
heating;
3) The expansion of localized transient heating causes the acoustic and thermal
wave generation;
4) The standing acoustic wave in an acoustic resonator or a localized pulsed
acoustic wave is detected by a microphone;
5) The signal from a microphone is demodulated and analyzed by data process.
Photons of the laser source absorbed by the gas molecules result in the excitation
of the molecular energy levels (rotational, vibrational, or electronic). The high
energy level is not stable, which will return the initial state in the form of radiation
processes,

such

as

spontaneous/stimulated

emission,

and/or

non-radiative

reactivation by molecular collision. In the case of vibrational excitation, radiative
emissions and chemical reactions do not play an important role because of the
relatively long radiative lifetimes of vibrational levels compared with the time need
for collisional deactivation at common used pressure in PAS and the too small
photon energy to induce chemical reactions [7, 8]. Therefore, the absorbed light
energy is completely converted into localized heating in practice, the release of
which appears as translation (kinetic) energy of the gas molecules. The deposit heat
power density is proportional to the incident optical power and the gas absorption
coefficient.
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The thermal and acoustic wave generation governed thermodynamics and fluid
dynamics will be described in the following section theoretically. The resonance
property and loss scheme will be analyzed. When the magnitude of the acoustic
wave applied on the microphone is fixed, the detection acoustic signal is totally
depended on the type and geometry of PA detectors. Finally, the acoustic signal is
demodulated and analyzed to achieve the gaseous information of the analyte.

2.4 Acoustic signal generation
Photoacoustic gas sensing is based on the detection of the acoustic signal, which
behaves as the sound pressure and is caused by the expansion and contraction of the
deposit heating. The generation of photoacoustic signal can be split into two steps.
The first step is the heat production in the gas medium, which describes the energy
transfer from vibrational to translational degrees of freedom (V-T relaxation) for
excited gas molecules, and the second step deals with the acoustic wave generation,
which is directly related to the heat production [2].

2.4.1 Heat production rate
Heat production in a gas sample induced by a modulated laser can be described by
the molecular population levels [9]. To simplify the problem, a two-level system for
the absorbing gas molecule with a molecular density of N is assumed. The
population density of the excited vibrational state N ' can be derived from the
following rate function:
dN '
  N  N '    N '  N ' /  ,
dt

(2.15)

where  is the absorption cross section and  is photon flux, time  related to
the time constants of non-radiative and radiative relaxation can be expressed as
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1





1

n



1

r

.

(2.16)

It is known from Eq. (2.15) that the derivative of the molecular density in the
upper level is determined by the absorption of the photons (1st term on the right-hand
side), stimulated emission (2nd term), and spontaneous emission of phonons and
non-radiative relaxation (3rd term). Take into consideration that for typical
atmospheric conditions,  n (in the order of 10-6-10-9 s) is much smaller than  r (in
the order of 10-1-10-3 s) [10], so    n is applied. Further more, for weak
absorption, excitation rate  is very small, so the density of the excited state is
considerably smaller than the total molecular density. Thus Eq. (2.15) can be
simplified as
dN '
 N  N ' /  n .
dt

(2.17)

For a modulated photon flux with form   0 1  eit  , where  is the

angular modulation frequency, the solution of Eq. (2.17) can be expressed as
N' 

N0 n
1  ( n )

2

ei (t  ) ,

(2.18)

where   arctan( n ) represents the phase lag between the molecular density of
the excited state N ' and the incident photon flux  .
The heat production rate H (by volume and unit time) is related to N ' by
H  N'

hc

n

,

(2.19)

where hc is the average thermal energy released due to the non-radiative
relaxation of the excited state. If the molecule is de-excited to the ground state, as is
the case in two-level system, then    laser . Therefore, the heat production rate in
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Eq. (2.19) is rewritten as

H  H 0 ei (t  ) ,

(2.20)

with

H0 

N I 0
1  ( n ) 2

,

(2.21)

where I 0  0 hc laser is the incident laser intensity.
For low modulation frequency  <<106,  n <<1, the heat production rate is
further obtained to be

H  H 0 eit ,

(2.22)

H 0  N I 0   I 0 ,

(2.23)

and

where  is the absorption coefficient of target gas. For most gas sensing system,
the condition  n <<1 is satisfied since the modulation frequencies are generally in
the kHz range or smaller. However, in some particular cases, the  n <<1 condition
is not sufficed any more even for modulation frequency in the kHz range because

 n1 can be the same order in magnitude of  .

2.4.2 Acoustic wave generation
Acoustic/thermal wave generation in PAS is governed by the laws of the energy, the
momentum, mass conservation and thermomechanic equation of the state. The
physical property of the acoustic and thermal processes can be quantitatively
characterized by pressure p (r, t ) , temperature T (r, t ) , gas density  (r, t ) and the
three components of fluid velocity vector v(r, t ) . All these parameters are
considered as relative quantities compared to their equilibrium values, so they can be
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regarded as small quantities and their higher order products can be neglected.
Therefore, the linearized Navier-Stokes equation can be used to include thermal
conduction and frication in the fluid [11]

v
1
  p (r, t )  Dv     v l  ,
t
0

(2.24)

where 0 is the density of gas sample, v l is the longitudinal component of fluid
velocity vector v , and Dv  4 / 30  b / 0 , where  and b represent the
coefficients of shear viscosity and bulk viscosity (or volume viscosity), respectively.
A thermal diffusivity equation can be derived to describe the combination of
sound pressure and temperature fluctuations as
 H (r, t )

γ 1
K
,
 2T (r, t )   T (r, t ) 
 T p (r, t )  
t 
γ T
C
 0C p


0 p

(2.25)

where K is the thermal conductivity, C p is the heat capacity at constant pressure,

γ  C p / CV is the ratio of the specific heat at constant pressure to constant volume,

T is the thermal expansion coefficient, T is the isothermal compressibility and
H (r, t ) is heat power deposit density.
By further considering the mass-density continuity equation
 (r, t )
  0  v l  0 ,
t

(2.26)

and the thermodynamic equation

 (r, t ) 



γ
p (r, t )  T T (r, t )  ,
2 
T
cs 


(2.27)

where cs is the sound velocity in gas and defined by
cs  γRT / M ,

(2.28)

v l and  (r, t ) can be eliminated as
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 2 p (r , t ) 



γ  2

 Dv 2   p (r , t )  T T (r, t )  ,
2 
2
T
cs  t



(2.29)

Two independent solutions can be obtained from the coupled Eq. (2.25) and
(2.29): a weakly damped propagating acoustic wave with wavelength in the range of
centimeter and a heavily damped thermal wave with wavelength in the range of
submillimeter and can only propagate within a few wavelengths. Therefore, thermal
and acoustic wave are separated in space and can be observed independently. The
detection of the former one corresponds to the photothermal techniques [12, 13], and
the latter one is photoacoustic spectroscopy, which is based on the acoustic wave
detection using a microphone.
In practice, the acoustic wave is typically generated and detected in a PA cell,
the dimension of which is greatly larger than the propagation distance of the thermal
wave, so the second derivatives of T (r, t ) can be neglected due to its heavy
damping property in PAS, which results a unique pressure equation by combining Eq.
(2.25) and (2.29)
 2 p (r, t ) 

1  2 p(r, t ) 1
( γ  1) H (r, t )
.
 2 Dv 2 p(r, t )   2
2
2
cs
t
cs
cs
t

(2.30)

This equation is a damping wave equation, with the last term of the left-hand side as
a viscosity loss term and the right-hand side part as the source term. The loss term
makes this equation impossible to be solved analytically. To simplify this problem,
we neglect this damping term in first approximation, which will be analyzed in the
following section as a perturbation of the solution, and consider the equation below
 2 p(r, t ) 

1  2 p(r, t )
( γ  1) H (r, t )
.
 2
2
2
cs
t
cs
t

(2.31)

To solve this equation, time Fourier transform on both side is applied and the
solution p (r, t ) is expressed as an infinite series expansion of the normal mode
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solution p j (r, t ) . After Fourier transform, Eq. (2.31) becomes
 2 2 
( γ  1)
i H (r,  ) ,
   2  p (r,  ) 
cs 
cs2


(2.32)

where


p (r, t )   p (r,  )e  it d  ,

(2.33a)





H (r, t )   H (r,  )e  it d  .

(2.33b)



In order to find the normal mode solutions of the homogeneous wave equation, a
boundary condition should be given. As most of the PAS gas detection is carried out
in a cylindrical cavity, where the acoustic wave is generated and detected, the normal
modes for a cylindrical cavity with length L, radius Rc and volume Vc are given by
[14]

r 
 z 
p j (r,  )  p j cos(m ) cos  k
,
 J m   mn
Rc 
 L  

j =  k , m, n  ,

(2.34a)

r 
 z 
p j (r,  )  p j cos(m ) sin  k
,
 J m   mn
Rc 
 L  

j =  k , m, n  ,

(2.34b)

for both ends closed and both end open cases, respectively, where p j is the
normalization coefficient determined by the mode orthogonality

 p (r,  ) p (r,  )dV = V ,
*
i

j

ij c

(2.35)

J m are the first kind Bessel functions and  mn is the nth root of the equation
involving the mth order Bessel function

d
r 
J m   mn

dr 
Rc 

r =Rc

= 0,

m  0,1, 2,...; n  0,1, 2,... ,.

(2.36)

The values of  mn for the first several azimuthal (denoted by m) and radial
(denoted by n) modes of a cylindrical acoustic cavity are listed in Table 2.1. Thus the
coefficient p j is given by
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 m 
1 J m  mn 
=
1- 
 ,
pj
 km
  mn 
2

(2.37)

where ε00=1, ε01=ε10=2 and εkm=4 for k+m>1. The eigenfrequencies are the same for
an open-open and closed-closed cylindrical cavity and given by

 j = 2 f j = cs

 k/L  +  mn /Rc 
2

2

.

(2.38)

The eigenvalues (k, m, n) represent the longitudinal, azimuthal and radial indices of
the acoustic resonant mode.
Table 2.1 Values of παmn for the first several azimuthal and radial modes of a cylindrical acoustic
cavity.
παmn

n=0

n=1

n=2

n=3

n=4

m=0

0

3.8318

7.0156

10.1734

13.3236

m=1

1.8412

5.3315

8.5364

11.7060

14.8636

m=2

3.0543

6.7062

9.9695

13.1703

16.3476

m=3

4.2012

8.0153

11.3460

14.5858

17.7888

m=4

5.3176

9.2824

12.6819

15.9642

19.1961

Figure 2.4 The first two longitudinal, azimuthal and radial eigenmodes for
acoustic wave in a both-ends closed cylindrical acoustic cavity. The light color
areas denote the nodes of the acoustic wave while the deep color (red or blue)
areas represent the antinodes of the acoustic wave.
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The first two eigenmodes for the pure longitudinal, azimuthal and radial modes
in a closed-closed cylindrical acoustic cavity are shown in Figure 2.4. It can be
found from Eq. (2.38) that the resonant frequencies of the longitudinal modes are
overtones of the fundamental mode, i.e., k 00 =k cs /L =k100 , while the azimuthal
and radial modes are not, which are determined by the Bessel functions.
The acoustic pressure p(r,  ) in the gas cell is the sum of all the eigenmodes as
p(r,  )=  Aj ( )p j (r,  ) .

(2.39)

j

Substituting Eq. (2.39) in Eq. (2.32) and considering that p j (r,  ) is a solution of
the homogeneous wave equation, we obtain

 A (
j

2

- 2j )p j (r,  )=i ( γ  1) H (r,  ) .

(2.40)

j

By multiplying p*j (r,  ) on both sides of the equation and integrating it over the
whole cavity, we can get the amplitude of the mode p j (r,  ) as
γ  1  p j (r,  ) H (r,  )dV
,
Aj ( )  i
Vc
 2j   2
*

(2.41)

The integral on the right-hand side of Eq. (2.41) demonstrates the coupling between
the acoustic normal mode and heat source. It seems that Aj ( ) will become infinite
as  approaches  j from Eq. (2.41). It is physically unreasonable because of the
neglecting of acoustic loss in Eq. (2.31). This problem might be corrected by
introducing a quality factor Q j into Eq. (2.41) as
*
γ  1  p j (r,  ) H (r,  )dV
.
Aj ( )=  i
Vc  2j   2  i j /Q j

(2.42)

The quantitative achievement of Q j will be discussed in section 2.5.
In order to connect the acoustic signal with the absorption, we need to replace
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H (r,  ) in Eq. (2.42) by using Eq. (2.22) and (2.23) as
Aj ( )=  i

 P0 L
γ 1
1
p*j (r,  ) g (r,  )dV ,
2
2

Vc  j    i j /Q j L

(2.43)

where light intensity
I 0 (r,  )=P0 g (r )

(2.44)

is expressed as the total optical power P0 and normalized distribution g (r ) . The
photoacoustic signal is proportional to the absorption coefficient, optical power,
absorption length, and inversely proportional to cavity volume and modulation
frequency.
In most cases, the light beam is Gaussian profile with radius of a, so
g (r )=

 r2 
2
exp
 -2 2  ,
 a2
 a 

(2.45)

and the integral in Eq. (2.43) becomes
1 *
-
p j (r,  ) g (r,  )dV =p j e j ,

L

Ij=

(2.46)

where p j is the normalization coefficient defined by Eq. (2.37) and 1/ j is the
coupling factor between the optical beam and the acoustic mode p j (r,  ) . The
acoustic energy is proportional the square of pressure and given by [11]
E j ( )=

Aj ( )

2

=

 cs2

( γ  1) 2 ( P0 Lp j e

- j 2

2

)

 cs2Vc2

 2j   2  +  j /Q j 
2

2

,

(2.47)

Near the resonant frequency  j ,

 2j   2 =  j    j +   2 j  j    ,

(2.48)

so the acoustic energy is given by
E j ( )=

Aj ( )

c

2
s

2

=

( γ  1) 2 ( P0 Lp j e
4 c V

2 2
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which shows a Lorentzian distribution with a half-width at half-maximum (HWHM)
given by
 j = j / 2Q j ,

(2.50)

coherent with the definition of quality factor
Q j = j / 2 j .

(2.51)

From Eq. (2.43) and (2.46), the acoustic signal at the resonant frequency
becomes
Aj ( j )=

Q j  P0 (γ  1)p j L

j

Vc

e

- j

.

(2.52)

As the modulation frequency is tuned to one of the eigenfrequencies of the acoustic
cavity, the absorbed optical energy for many cycles is accumulated in the cavity as
an acoustic standing wave and the cavity acts as an acoustic amplifier. The
amplification is equal to the quality factor Q j , which is determined by the total
losses of the resonator. In other words, the acoustic amplitude at resonance is Q j
times larger than that out of resonance.
Assuming that the light absorption and acoustic generation happens in a
one-pass cylindrical cavity with light beam passing along the axis of the cylinder, Eq.
(2.52) can be expressed by considering Eq. (2.51) as
Aj ( j )=

 P0 (γ  1)p j - 
e .
2 Rc2  j
j

(2.53)

The acoustic pressure is inversely proportional to the square of the cylindrical cavity
radius, which implies that the acoustic signal could be greatly enhanced by reducing
the cavity diameter. However, as the diameter of the resonator decreases to a specific
value, the losses of the resonator becomes significant, which greatly broadens the
acoustic resonant line width, i.e.,  j increases fast to counteract the effect of
resonator thining. This part will be discussed in section 2.5 in detail.
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The acoustic signal at 0th-order resonance (k=m=n=0, ω0=0) corresponds to a
uniform acoustic pressure variation in the cell as
p(r, t )=A0 ( )eit ,

(2.54)

i γ 1
 P0 L .
 Vc

(2.55)

with
A0 ( )=

This is the case of non-resonance, which happens for the modulation frequency is
much smaller than the lowest resonant frequency. The dimension of the gas cell is far
smaller than the acoustic wavelength at modulation frequency, so the acoustic wave
can not propagate and the standing wave can not be formed.
It is shown in Eq. (2.55) that the acoustic signal at non-resonance is proportional
to absorption coefficient and optical power, which is the same as the resonance case,
but inversely proportional to the modulation frequency and area of the cross section
of the gas cell. This might be an efficient approach for acoustic signal generated and
detected in a tiny cavity with a low modulation frequency.
To compare the efficiency of non-resonance configuration and resonance
configuration, the amplitude over of the two acoustic signals is expressed below with
assumption that the acoustic mode excitation is optimal (  j <<1) and  P0 / Vc is
identical for both of them
p j (r,  j )
p0 (r,  )

=


pQ .
j j j

(2.56)

It reveals that the resonance configuration can provide a much larger acoustic signal
due to the high quality factor of the resonator. Moreover, the noise level could be
also much smaller for resonant system due to its higher operation frequency, which
greatly reduces the 1/f noise in the system.
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2.5 Loss mechanism in gas cell
2.5.1 Loss sources
Acoustic energy accumulation in the resonance cell as a standing wave is much
larger than the energy loss in a single period, which is why the acoustic signal can be
amplified in the gas cell. However, the amplification is limited by various acoustic
dissipation processes in the cavity. Basically, the dissipation can be divided into two
main categories: surface effects and volumetric effects.
Surface effects are due to the interaction between the acoustic standing wave
and solid boundaries of the acoustic cavity, which mainly includes [15]:
1) Acoustic wave reflection losses on the surface of the cavity wall due to its
compliance;
2) Thermal and viscous dissipation inside the boundary layers at the smooth
internal surface;
3) Losses due to the introduction of microphone;
4) Dissipation due to wave scattering at the surface obstructions such as gas
inlet/outlet, microphone, light windows, etc.
Wave reflection losses are related to the gas density, sound velocity and the
cavity material, which can be determined by acoustic laws [14]. By carefully
selecting the rigid cavity material, these losses can be controlled at a relatively low
level. The losses at the microphone due to its vibration and energy conversion are
interrelated with the acoustic resonance setup in the cavity and depend on the
microphone type, size and material. Fortunately, since most of the microphone
surface (~ mm2) is much smaller than the cavity surface, these losses can be
neglected [15].
Thermal and viscous dissipation are significant in limiting the acoustic
amplification, especially for the longitudinal resonance mode with a thin resonator.
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Thermal dissipation occurs due to the nonadiabatic process of heat expansion and
contraction near the wall of resonator because of its high thermal conductivity. This
process happens in a heat conduction transition region, known as thermal boundary
layer. The thickness of the thermal boundary layer is given by [14]
dth , j =

2 KM
,
0 j C p

(2.57)

where is K gas thermal conductivity, M is the molar mass of the gas and C p is
the heat capacity at constant pressure.
Similarly, viscous dissipation happens in the transition layer of the velocity field
in the gas cell, known as viscous boundary layer. In the inner volume of gas cell, the
acoustic velocity is proportional the gradient of the pressure, while at the surface, the
tangential component of the acoustic velocity is zero because of the viscosity . The
thickness of the viscous boundary layer is expressed as
d , j =

2

0 j

.

(2.58)

The thermal and viscous boundary layers are both inversely proportional to the
square root of the resonant frequency. They can be expressed in a simple form at
atmospheric air and standard temperature as
dth =

d =

2 KM
1
 2.5
0C p
f
2

0

 2.1

[mm] ,

1
[mm] .
f

(2.59a)

(2.59b)

The frequency dependence of the thicknesses of these two boundary layers is plotted
in Figure 2.5. It is shown that the thicknesses of the boundary layers are very close
and reduces quickly for the higher modulation frequency. For example, the boundary
layer for viscosity loss is about 200 μm at 100 Hz while is reduced to 2 μm at 1
MHz.
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Figure 2.5 Dependence of the thickness of the thermal and viscous boundary
layers on modulation frequency.

It should be noticed that there is no viscosity loss on the lateral surface for the
pure radial modes (k=m=0) because sound velocity contains only a radial
component. The total energy loss is thus much lower for radial modes than
longitudinal and azimuthal modes for a properly designed gas cell. That is why
extremely high quality factors (~ 2000-10000) can be achieved for carefully
designed spherical resonators [16], in which only radial resonant modes exist.
Another source of acoustic dissipation is the volumetric losses, including free
space thermal and viscous dissipation, diffusion effects, relaxation and radiation
losses, etc., which caused by processes that tend to establish equilibrium in the
propagating acoustic wave [14]. Thermal losses could be resulted from the transfer
of organized energy into dispersed heat due to the temperature gradient in the gas
while viscous losses is caused by the friction induced by molecular compressional
motion. Diffusion effects are usually negligible [17] but molecular relaxation is
much more important when acoustic wave propagates through polyatomic gases.
Losses caused by molecular relaxation is greatly affected by the presence, even in
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small quantities, of certain polyatomic impurities like water vapor, which greatly
affect the energy transfer rates between translational, vibrational and rotational states.
The determination of the relaxation time of energy transfer processes among
different gas components, possibly done from the resulting dispersion frequency and
the strong broadening of the resonance profile [18], plays an important role in
accurately prediction the relaxation losses. The last radiation dissipation is negligible
for a closed acoustic cavity due to the perfect reflection of the sound at the walls.

2.5.2 Influence on quality factor
Quality factor Q is an important parameter that determines the acoustic amplification
in an acoustic resonator. The physical definition of Q is [17]
Q

f
2  accumulated energy
 0 ,
energy lost over one period f

(2.60)

where f 0 is the resonant frequency and f is the line width of the resonance profile.
Quality factor is mainly determined by the surface losses and volumetric losses. For
a cylindrical cavity, the quality factor contributed by surface losses is given by [18]
2

Qsurf , j


 p j (r, j ) dV
 j2
,
2
2
1
 0 cs 1 R
Rth , j  p j (r, j ) ds
 , j  u (r , j ) ds +
2

(2.61)

2

where
R , j = 0 j d , j ,
Rth , j =

γ -1
d ,
0 cs2 j th, j

(2.62a)
(2.62b)

dth , j and d , j are given by Eq. (2.57) and (2.58), respectively.
For pure radial and longitudinal modes, Eq. (2.61) is shown as the following
equations, respectively:
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rad
Qsurf
,j=

L
,
d , j +( γ -1)dth , j (1  L / Rc )

(2.63)

long
Qsurf
,j=

Rc
.
d , j +( γ -1)dth , j (1  2 Rc /L)

(2.64)

Quality factor contributed by volumetric losses can be expressed by

1
Qvol , j

=

j 4 
 

 ( γ -1)
 b ,
2 
2cs  3 0
0C p 0 

(2.65)

where  is compressibility, and b is an effective viscosity coefficient that
contains the effect of relaxation losses.
The total quality factor that contains both surface and volumetric losses is then
given by
1
1
1
.


Q Qsurf Qvol

(2.66)

When gas pressure is higher than 0.1 atm, the relaxation processes are negligible and
the surface losses are dominant in PAS systems [19]. Therefore, the quality factor in
Eq. (2.66) approaches surface quality factor given in Eq. (2.61).

2.6 Summary
In this chapter, we have introduced the basic principle of PAS. As the PAS method is
also an absorption spectroscopy, the intensity and profile of gas absorption line is
introduced. Starting from the photoacoustic effect in gases, we provide the derivation
of acoustic generation and resonance in a cylindrical cavity in detail. The loss
scheme in a cylindrical PA cell is also discussed at end of this chapter.
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Chapter 3
Theoretical description of quartz-enhanced
photoacoustic spectroscopy

3.1 Introduction
Quartz-enhanced photoacoustic spectroscopy, or QEPAS, first proposed by Kosterev
et al. in 2002 [1], is a novel photoacoustic spectroscopic gas detection technique that
employs a tiny quartz tuning fork, or QTF, as the acoustic detector. The acoustic
energy is accumulated in the highly resonant QTF instead of the photoacoustic
resonator. The acoustic pressure causes the mechanical oscillation of the tuning fork,
and results in a piezoelectric current signal via piezoelectric effect of the QTF. QTF
is a frequency standard that commonly used in wrist electronic watches or clocks. Its
resonant frequency is around 32.768 kHz with a quality factor ~20000 in vacuum
and ~8000 at atmospheric pressure. The acoustic detection principles and acoustic
enhancement in a 1-D resonance cell, and modulation method will be theoretically
introduced in this chapter.

3.2 Properties of quartz tuning fork
A QTF is a tuning fork structure that made of quartz material. Typically, QTF that
used in QEPAS as an acoustic detector has a dimension of 6mm×1.4mm×0.2mm,
and each prong has a length of 3.8 mm and width of 0.6 mm, with a gap of 0.2 mm
between them. The resonant frequency is around 32768 (i.e., 215) Hz with a quality
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factor as high as 104 at atmospheric air due to its low oscillation loss [1]. Mechanical
and electrical properties of a QTF have gained intensive investigation in relation
with their application in ultrasensitive force detection and high resolution scanning
microscopy [2-5].

3.2.1 Mechanical properties

Figure 3.1 An image of a typical quartz tuning fork.

Mechanically, a QTF can be viewed as two identical cantilevers, connected by a
low-loss quartz bridge as shown in Figure 3.1. When a modulated force applied at
the prongs of QTF, it vibrates at the out-of-phase mode, in which the two prongs
deflect at opposite direction, due to asymmetric placement of the two conducting
electrodes during the fabrication. The resonant frequency of QTF can be
approximated by the vibration frequency of a cantilever as [6]
f0 

1
2

k
w
 1.015
meff
2 L2

E



,

(3.1)

where L, w, t are the length, width and thickness of the QTF prong as pictured in
Figure 3.1, k

is the static stiffness of the quartz cantilever given by

k  Etw3 /(4 L3 ) , the effective mass meff is defined by meff  0.2427  ( Lwt ) , E
and  are the Young’s modulus and density of quartz material.
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Figure 3.2 Mechanical model (a) and electrical model (b) of a QTF. k is spring
constant, M is the effective mass, F is the driven force and h is the friction for
mechanical model. In electrical model, R1, L1, C1 are resistor, inductor and
capacitor of a series RLC resonator, C0 is the equivalent capacitance parallel to
the series resonator.

The movement of the QTF prong can be described by a classical harmonic
oscillator model as shown in Figure 3.2 (a). The governed equation is expressed as
M

d2x
dx
 h  kx  Feit ,
2
dt
dt

(3.2)

where x is the displacement of the prong, mass m is equal to the effective mass
of QTF prong and spring constant k can be replaced by the stiffness of QTF, the
damping term h is originated from the friction of prong vibration with ambient air.
The solution of Eq. (3.2) has a form of
x(t ) 

F/M
eit ,
2
    i0 / Q
2
0

(3.3)

where 0  k / M is the resonant frequency, Q  kM / h is the quality factor.
The amplitude of displacement can be expressed as
x 

F/M



2
0



    / Q 

2 2

0
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It should be noticed that the maximum value of displacement happens at a frequency

x

max

 0 1 

1
,
2Q 2

(3.5)

a little bit lower than the resonant frequency, which corresponding to the maximum
displacement of
xmax (t ) 

F
1
/ 1
exp i (t   xmax )  ,
4Q 2
0 h

(3.6)

where

x

max


1
 arctan  2Q 1 
2Q 2




   ,
2


(3.7)

is the phase delay of displacement compared to the driving force.
The maximum displacement of QTF is proportional to the applied force and
inversely proportional to the friction coefficient. The frequency dependent
displacement of QTF by amplitude and phase delay to driving force is plotted in
Figure 3.3. It is shown that the phase of displacement varies drastically at the
resonance peak and it is about -90° at the resonant frequency.

Figure 3.3 Diagram of the frequency response of the amplitude and phase of the
QTF vibration.
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3.2.2 Electrical properties
The QTF can be also operated at electrical mode as an AC voltage added to it. The
electrical model of it can be described by a damped series RLC resonant circuit as
shown in Figure 3.2 (b). The series R1, L1 and C1 are equivalent resistance, inductor
and capacitance of the QTF. The parallel capacitance C0 is a package capacitance
acting as a damping term which results in an anti-resonance at a frequency above the
resonant frequency as demonstrated by Qin et al. [7]. The conductance of the
equivalent electrical mode is
Y ( )  jC0 

1
R1  j L1  1/ jC1

 2C12 R1  j (1   2 / 02 )C1
 jC0 
(1   2 / 02 ) 2   2 R12C12

,

(3.8)

where 0  1/ L1C1 is the resonant angular frequency of this electrical mode. The
current of electrical mode determined by Eq. (3.8) is plotted near the resonant
frequency for its amplitude and phase as shown in Figure 3.4. The anti-resonance is
clearly seen above the resonant frequency at
f a  f 0 1  C0 / C1 ,

(3.9)

where f 0  0 / 2 is resonant frequency. The current will achieve its minimum
value at anti-resonant frequency. When the frequency of the driving source is away
from the resonant frequency, the electrical model is dominated by the parallel
package capacitance, resulting a conductance of Y0 ( )  jC0 .
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Figure 3.4 Diagram of the frequency response of the current signal for a QTF.

The anti-resonance of QTF can be eliminated by placing a proper capacitance
parallel to the electrical model with anti-phase voltage, and then the current is
transferred to voltage through a transimpedance amplifier with a feedback resistance
of Rf and a capacitance of Cf as shown in Figure 3.5. The gain curve is expressed by
Z f f
G ( f )  Vout / U  Z g Y ( f )  g 0 /
R1 Q
where

f

2
0

f



2 2

2

 f f 
 0  ,
 Q 

(3.10)

Q  L1 / C1 / R1 is the quality factor and Z g  R f 1  (2 fR f C f ) 2 is the

gain impedance. The resonance curve exhibits a perfect Lorentzian profile with a
maximum gain of Gmax  Z g / R1 at the resonant frequency. Thus the variable
capacitance gives the value of C0 (~ pF). f 0 , Q and Gmax can be found out from
the Lorentzian fit of the resonance curve. Therefore, the values of the series RLC
resonator are yielded by R1  Z g / Gmax (~ 100 kΩ), L1  R1Q /(2 f 0 ) (~ 10 kH)
and C1  1/(4 2 f 02 L1 ) (~ fF) [7].
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Figure 3.5 Measurement setup for the determination of equivalent quantities of
the electrical model of QTF. U is the driving voltage; a variable capacitance
parallel to QTF is used to eliminate the package capacitance of QTF, and a
transimpedance amplifier with a feedback resistance Rf and a parallel capacitance
Cf to convert the current into voltage.

3.2.3 Piezoelectrical properties
Table 3.1 Summary of equivalent quantities between the resonant mechanical model and
electrical model shown in Figure 3.2.
Model

Mechanical

Electrical

variable

x (displacement)

q (electric charge)

derivative of variable

v  dx / dt (velocity)

i  dq / dt (current)

mass

M (effective mass)

L1 (inductor)

spring constant

k (stiffness)

1/ C1 (capacitance)

damping

h (friction)

R1 (resistance)

driving source

F (force)

U (voltage)

equation

Mx  hx  kx  F

L1q  R1q  q / C1  U

quality factor

Q  kM / h

Q  L1 / C1 / R1

resonant frequency

0  k / M

0  1/ L1C1
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The comparison and corresponding parameters of mechanical and electrical model of
a QTF is summarized and listed in Table 3.1. The connection between mechanical
property and electrical property of QTF is governed by the piezoelectric effect of
quartz material. Generally, the generated piezoelectric current of QTF is proportional
to the displacement of the QTF prongs for small displacement amplitude, which is
always the case in PAS trace gas detection, as [8]
i  x,

(3.11)

where  is the piezoelectric coefficient of QTF representing the piezoelectric
characteristics of it.
Due to the intrinsic systematic noise, there is a fundamental limit for the
measurement of QTF resonance. This fundamental limit can be determined
experimentally by measuring the output voltage noise with input voltage grounded as
in Figure 3.5. It has been demonstrated that the noise is mainly comprised by the
Johnson noise of the feedback resistor in the transimpedance amplifier,
4k BTR f V / Hz ,

(3.12)

and thermal noise associated with mechanical dissipation in the tuning fork, which is
represented by R in the equivalent series RLC resonant circuit,
Z f f
4k BTR1 g 0 /
R1 Q

f

2
0

f



2 2

2

 f f 
  0  V / Hz ,
 Q 

(3.13)

where k B is Boltzmann constant and T is temperature. The Johnson noise is
dominated as the frequency is away from the resonant frequency. However, the
thermal noise of QTF is dominated at the resonance due to its

R f / R1 times larger

than the Johnson noise. Therefore, the rms voltage noise of QTF at the output of
transimpedance amplifier at the resonant frequency is given by
VN2  R f 4k BT f / R1 ,
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where f is the detection bandwidth, which should be far smaller than the
bandwidth of QTF.

3.3 Acoustic enhancement in a 1-D resonant tube
In QTF-based PAS system, a pair of rigid tubes is usually introduced as an acoustic
resonator to enhance the acoustic signal [1, 9]. The two tubes with length of l and
inner diameter of ID are positioned beside the facets of QTF with a small gap as
shown in Figure 3.6. Light propagates through the two tubes and the gap between the
prongs of QTF for photoacoustic gas absorption. The generated acoustic wave is
resonant in the tubes with an enhancement as high as 30 times by properly selecting
the dimensions of resonant tubes [10]. So, the resonant tubes are also known as
micro-resonator (mR).

Figure 3.6 Structure design and dimension definition of the QTF and acoustic
resonators. L, w and t are the length, width and thickness of a prong for the QTF,

G is the gap between the two prongs. A pair of rigid tubes with each length of l
and inner diameter of ID is placed on the two sides of the QTF facet with a small
gap of g to enhance the acoustic signal. (a)-(c) are the 3D view, front view and
side view of the QTF.

In order to investigate the acoustic behavior in the resonant tubes, the tubes can
be simplified as a one-dimensional (1-D) resonator for the initial approximation.
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This is reasonable because the gap between the two tubes is much smaller than the
tube dimension and the tube diameter (usually <1 mm) is far smaller than the
acoustic wavelength (~10 mm) at the operation frequency (~32.768 kHz). Thus the
acoustic distribution in the cross section of the tube can be regarded as uniform. The
resonant tubes are regarded as an open-open 1-D resonator that only the longitudinal
modes excited in it.
The acoustic pressure in the mR is expressed by combining Eq. (2.39) and (2.43)
as

p(r, )= i
j

 P0 L
γ 1
I j p j (r,  ) .
2
Vc  j   2  i j /Q j

(3.15)

When the laser beam is modulated at one of the eigenfrequency  j , only the jth
acoustic resonance mode is excited and the contribution from other distant
resonances can be neglected [11]. So the sound pressure at the position is obtained as

p(rM , j )=( γ  1)

Q j  P0 L
I p (r , ) .
 j Vc j j M j

(3.16)

The acoustic signal proportional to the sound pressure can then be expressed as

S PA  p(rM , j )=C j ( j ) P0 .

(3.17)

where
C j ( j )  ( γ  1)

Qj L
I p (r , )
 j Vc j j M j

(3.18)

is a parameter that describes the resonance characteristics of the resonator, known as
cell constant, and independent of the absorption coefficient and laser power.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.7 First four resonance modes for 1-D (a) open-open and (b)
closed-closed PA cell.

For a 1-D resonator with a length of L and inner radius of Rc, the pressure
distribution in the cross section is uniform, therefore only longitudinal modes are
excited. Figure 3.7 shows the first four resonance modes for open-open and
closed-closed 1-D resonator, respectively. Thus, the resonant frequencies for
open-open and closed-closed 1-D are given by [11]
fn 

ncs
, n  1, 2,3,...
2 Leff

(3.19)

where Leff is the effective length of resonator, which is Leff  L for closed-closed
resonator but
Leff  L 

16
Rc
3

(3.20)

for open-open resonator by considering the additional acoustic buffering region at
the open end of it. The acoustic distribution along the resonator is expressed as
 sin(n x / L) 
pn ( x,n )  pn 
,
 cos(n x / L) 

(3.21)

for open-open and closed-closed resonators, respectively, by taking into account the
acoustic resonance node at its end for open-open resonator while antinode for
closed-closed resonator. Amplitude coefficient pn is determined by



L

0

pm* ( x,m ) pn ( x,n )dx   mn L .
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Therefore, we obtain pn  2 for both open-open and closed-closed resonators.
Then, we have
 2

 sin(n x / L) 
1  (1) n  
1 L

.
In   2 
dx   n

L 0
 cos(n x / L) 


0



(3.23)

It is shown that the even acoustic modes in an open-open resonator and all the
acoustic modes in a closed-closed 1-D resonator can not be excited. For odd acoustic
modes in an open-open resonator, the cell constant in Eq. (3.18) shows a form of
Cn ( x, n )  ( γ  1)

Qn

4
x
sin( n ), n  1,3,5,... .
2 2
L
n n Rc

(3.24)

Since the first resonant mode is usually selected in QEPAS gas detection and the
QTF is placed in the middle of the tubes, the cell constant is finally achieved as
C1  ( γ  1)Q1

4 Leff

 3 Rc2 cs

.

(3.25)

When the gas detection is operated at atmospheric pressure, quality factor is mainly
contributed by the surface loss. By combining Eq. (2.59) and (2.64), we obtain
Q1 =

Rc
cs
.
2.1+ 2.5( γ -1)(1  2 Rc /L) 2 Leff

(3.26)

The resonant frequency, quality factor and cell constant of a 1-D PA cell at its
first longitudinal acoustic mode is plotted in Figure 3.8. It is shown that the resonant
frequency is approximately inversely proportional to the length of the cell and the
frequency is over 30 kHz when the tube length is reduced down to 10 mm. Although
the cell achieves a lower quality factor for the small tube radius, it results in a large
enhanced cell constant, which determines the final acoustic signal as can be seen
from Eq. (3.17).
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 3.8 (a) Resonant frequency, (b) quality factor and (c) cell constant for 1-D
PA cell with different radius and length at its first longitudinal mode.
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In QTF-based PAS system, the frequency of the acoustic signal should be fixed
at the resonant frequency of QTF, f 0 , to ensure an efficient acoustic amplification
and piezoelectrical output. Thus the effective length of the tube is optimally tailored
to satisfy the resonant frequency condition as
Leff 

cs

 s ,
2 f0 2

(3.27)

where s  cs / f 0 is the sound wavelength in gas. At this frequency, the boundary
layers near the inner surface of the tube are in the range of ~10 μm. To ensure a
small acoustic loss, the tube radius should not be smaller than 10 times (i.e., 0.1 mm)
of the boundary layer thickness. The quality factor of this resonator is several tens
for tube radius less than 1 mm and the quality factor is larger with increasing tube
radius as shown in Figure 3.9. However, the dependence of cell constant on tube
radius displays very differently as compared to the quality factor and the cell
constant increases extremely fast as the tube radius reduced down to ~ 0.2 mm. In
order to find a tradeoff between the larger acoustic signal and easier assembly of the
system, the tube radius is generally selected between 0.1-0.5 mm in practice.

Figure 3.9 Cell constant and quality factor of the resonant tube at its first
longitudinal mode.
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In the initial research of QEPAS, the total length of the mR was selected to be
equal to the half wavelength of sound, λs, in gas (~5.2 mm) by neglecting the gap
influence on acoustic wave resonance and assuming the two tubes as one as shown
in Figure 3.10 (a) [9]. However, subsequent study has found that the detected
acoustic signal is much stronger when each tube length is equal to λs/2 [12]. The
result suggested that the acoustic resonance in the two tubes is independent (Figure
3.10 (b)). However, an actual QEPAS mR structure should be the intermediate case
with an unneglectable gap between the two tubes. The optimal length for each tube
should be λs/4<l<λs/2 as shown in Figure 3.10 (c) [13]. Dong et al. carried out a
series of experiment to investigate the dependence of acoustic signal on the tube
length and diameter of the mR, even including the gap size between the tube and
QTF plane [10]. And they suggested an optimal tube pairs with each tube length of
4.4 mm and inner diameter of 0.6 mm.

Figure 3.10 Schematic structures of the mR and acoustic distribution along the
tube. (a) Two tubes stuck together without a gap; (b) two tubes separated by a
large enough gap to make the acoustic wave resonate independently in the two
tubes and (c) actual mR with a QTF between the two tubes. l is the length of
each tube and P is the acoustic pressure [10].
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3.4 Wavelength modulation method
Wavelength modulation (WM) [14-16] with second harmonic detection is generally
used for acoustic signal detection in QEPAS. Compared with intensity modulation
(IM), also known as amplitude modulation (AM), WM can efficiently reduce the
background noise and gain high gas detection sensitivity. Different from IM-PAS
modulation, where modulation of the optical power generates a localized acoustic
wave with the same frequency due to photoacoustic absorption and acoustic signal is
detected by the first harmonic, in WM-PAS scheme, the wavelength of the laser
source is tuned to the absorption line and scanned across it periodically. Meanwhile,
a sinusoidal current is injected into the laser controller to result in a modulation on
the laser wavelength, which consequently induces a second harmonic acoustic wave
near the absorption line center as shown in Figure 3.11. The acoustic signal is then
demodulated by a lock-in amplifier with second harmonic detection.

Figure 3.11 Schematic diagram of WM-PAS. The blue line is absorption line
profile, the green line shows the wavelength modulation near the line center, and
the red line is the induced acoustic signal.

However, for a semiconductor laser, a modulation on the laser inject current can
simultaneously result in both the modulation of the laser wavelength (WM) and
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optical power (IM). In most cases, the IM acts as an undesired residual signal.
Therefore, IM accompanying with WM is called residual intensity modulation (RIM),
which is an important effect that might affect the signal analysis.
Due to its high efficiency, WM method has been widely used in PAS for
different gases detection (NH3 [17, 18], H2O [19, 20], CH4 [21], etc.) with near-IR
diode laser sources or mid-IR QCL [22, 23] and OPO sources [24, 25]. A theoretical
description of WM-PAS was also proposed by Schilt et al. in 2006 [26]. Later, an
algorithm was introduced and experimental detection for the higher harmonics of
combined WM and IM spectroscopy was reported by Angelmahr et al. [27]. WM
with various waveforms, sinusoidal, triangular, shaped, and quasi-square waves, was
also investigated for PAS gas detection, and an enhancement factor up to 1.57 for
quasi-square wave compared with conventional sinusoidal modulation [28].
A theoretical description of the WM can be started from the injected modulation
current, which usually has a sinusoidal form of
i  i0 cos(mt ) .

(3.28)

Then, both the laser output power P (or light intensity) and wavenumber ν (or
wavelength) will be modulated at the same frequency as

P( )  P( )  P( ) cos(mt ) ,

     cos(mt  ) ,

(3.29)
(3.30)

where  is the central wavenumber of laser, P and  are respectively the
magnitudes of laser power and wavenumber modulation,  (>0) is the phase delay
of modulated wavelength compared to the intensity modulation due to the time delay
of wavelength response on varied laser inject current. The minus sign “-” before 
in Eq. (3.30) shows the opposite phase between the intensity and wavenumber
modulation. The phase relationships of current, laser power, wavelength and
wavenumber modulation are shown in Figure 3.12.
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Figure 3.12 Phase relationships between inject current, laser output power,
wavelength and wavenumber.  is the phase delay of laser wavelength
compared to the output power.

By replacing the wavenumber with a normalized non-dimensional parameter as

x  (  0 ) /  line ,

(3.31)

where  0 is the wavenumber at the line center,  line ,in unit of cm-1,is the line
width of the target absorption line, Eq. (3.29) can be rewritten as

P( x )  P0 1  p x  p m cos(mt )  ,

(3.32)

where P0 is the optical power at the center of the absorption line, p and p are
power coefficients for slow ramp (scanning) signal at frequency  and fast
modulation signal at frequency m , respectively, m   /  line is modulation depth,
 line , is absorption line width.
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Since most of the absorption spectroscopic gas detection is carried out at
atmospheric pressure and room temperature, the spectral shape of the absorption line
approaches the Lorentzian distribution [29]. Thus the Lorentzian type absorption line
is assumed in this work unless further claim made. The combination of Eq. (2.2) and
(2.8) gives the absorption coefficient as

 ( ) 

CN tot S

 L



1
1   (  0 ) /  L 

2

 0

1
,
1  x2

(3.33)

where  0  CN tot S /  L is the peak absorption coefficient, and x  (  0 ) /  L is
normalized wavenumber. The modulation of wavenumber as given in Eq. (3.30)
results in a modulation of the absorption coefficient

 ( x )  0

1
1
 0
,
2
2
1 x
1   x  m cos(mt  ) 

(3.34)

where
x  (  0 ) /  L   (  0 )   cos(mt  )  /  L
 x  m cos(mt  )

,

(3.35)

is in the form of modulation.
To better analyze the components of absorption coefficient, Eq. (3.34) is
expanded into Fourier series by









n 1



 ( x )   0  H 0 ( x )   H1 ( x ) cos  nmt  n   ,

(3.36)

where
H0 (x ) 

Hn (x ) 

1


2





1
2

d ,

(3.37a)

2

d ,

(3.37b)

0

1   x  m cos( ) 



cos(n )

0

1   x  m cos( ) 

are the harmonic coefficients. It is shown that the nth harmonic will achieve its peak
value at a detection phase   n  k , where k  0, 1, 2,... . The first four
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harmonics of absorption coefficient with different modulation depth is plotted in
Figure 3.13.

Figure 3.13 The first four harmonic coefficients for different modulation depth.

It is shown that the harmonic signals are broadened with increasing modulation
depth. The value of the DC part (H0) decreases in the central region of absorption
line while increases far away from the center with increasing modulation depth. The
odd harmonics exhibits a zero value at the absorption line center, while achieve their
maximum value at a symmetric position away from the line center. The second
harmonics shows a maximum value at the line center.
The most important harmonics is the first and second harmonics, which are usually
used in IM and WM schemes, respectively. Their maximum values are depended on
the modulation depth. In order to obtain a maximum acoustic signal, it is necessary
to find the optimal modulation depth. Theoretical investigation has shown that the
maximum value of the first harmonic (H1) happens at [29]
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3m 2  4  1
,
3

(3.38)

where     0  /  L is the relative walk-off from the line center, and the
maximum value depended on modulation depth is expressed as

H1,max 

3
2m

3m 2  4  2
3m  4  1

,

(3.39)

2

Similarly, the maximum value of the first harmonic (H2) happens at   0 and the
maximum value is
H 2,max 

2 
m2  2 
2


.
m2 
m2  1 

(3.40)

The maximum values of H1 and H2 versus modulation depth m are plotted in Figure
3.14. It shows that the peak for maximum value of H1 is 0.5002 (exactly be 0.5) at a
walk-off    3 when the modulation depth is 2, and the peak for maximum
value of H2 is achieved for modulation depth equals to 2.2, the maximum value is
0.3431.

Figure 3.14 Maximum values for the first and second harmonics.
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In PAS, the generated acoustic signal is proportional to the absorbed optical
power in gases as can be seen from Eq. (2.39) and (2.52). Consider the case of small
absorbance, the absorbed power can be derived from Beer-Lambert law as
Pabs ( )  P0 ( )  Pout ( )  P0 ( ) 1  exp( ( ) L)   P0 ( ) ( ) L .

(3.41)

where L is the absorption length. Taking into account the intensity and wavelength
modulation, Eq. (3.41) is evolved into



Pabs ( x )  P0 0 L 1  p x  p m cos(mt )   H 0 ( x )   H1 ( x ) cos  nmt  n   , (3.42)
n 1



Pabs ( x ) can be expanded as harmonics, and the first several harmonics are expressed
from Eq. (3.42) as
1


Pabs，DC ( x )  P0 0 L 1  p x  H 0 ( x )  p mH1 ( x ) cos    ,
2



(3.43)

 p mH 0 ( x ) cos mt   1  p x  H1 ( x ) cos mt   
,
Pabs , 1 f ( x )  P0 0 L  1
  p mH ( x ) cos  t  2 


2
m
 2


(3.44)

1

 2 p mH1 ( x ) cos  2mt    1  p x  H 2 ( x ) cos  2mt  2  
Pabs , 2 f ( x )  P0 0 L 
,
  1 p mH ( x ) cos  2 t  3 

3
m

 2

(3.45)
The harmonic in Eq. (3.43) shows the DC part of the absorbed optical power which
is composed by the DC part of the absorption coefficient and first harmonic of the
RIM as shown in Figure 3.15 (a). Eq. (3.44) and (3.45) shows the first and second
harmonics of the absorption with each component displayed in Figure 3.15 (b) and
(c).
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Figure 3.15 Phase relationships of the components for DC part, the first and
second harmonics of the absorbed optical power in WM-PAS.

It is shown that each of the harmonic of WM is added by two harmonics of RIM
with a phase shift, which will affect the signal profile and optimal detection phase
for the acoustic signal. For the first and second harmonics, the signals can be
decomposed into two orthogonal directions and the in-phase (p) and quadrature (q)
signals with phase –ψ and -2ψ respectively as


1



Pabs , 1 f , p ( x )  P0 0 L 1  p x  H1 ( x )  p m  H 0 ( x )  H 2 ( x )  cos    ,
2





(3.46a)


1



Pabs , 1 f , q ( x )  P0 0 L  p m  H 0 ( x )  H 2 ( x )  sin    ,
2





(3.46b)

and
1


Pabs , 2 f , p ( x )  P0 0 L 1  p x  H 2 ( x )  p m  H1 ( x )  H 3 ( x )  cos    ,
2



(3.47a)

1

Pabs , 2 f ,q ( x )  P0 0 L  p m  H1 ( x )  H 3 ( x )  sin    .
2


(3.47b)
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Figure 3.16 The first and second harmonic signals for different modulation depth
and residual modulation intensity with a phase delay ψ=30°. (a), (c) are the first
harmonic and (b), (d) are the second harmonics. For (a) and (b), the modulation
depth is fixed at 2 with varied residual modulation intensity; For (c) and (d), the
residual modulation intensity is fixed at pω=0.1 and modulation depth is varied
from 0.5 to 2.5.

Figure 3.16 displays the first and second harmonic coefficients in the in-phase
directions (the parts in the brace of Eq. (3.46a) and (3.47a) for different modulation
depth and residual modulation intensity with a phase delay ψ=30°. It is shown that
the residual modulation intensity mainly affects the relative amplitude of the two
branches for the signals, which results in an asymmetric signal profile. However, the
increasing modulation depth causes both the broadening and profile asymmetry of
the signals. Pay attention that, in the central region of the absorption line, the second
harmonic signal maintains its profile even for a large residual intensity modulation,
this can be explained that the odd harmonics of the absorption coefficient has a zero
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value at the line center.
In PAS gas detection, the WM is usually utilized with second harmonic
detection. The 2f PA signal for arbitrary detection phase Φ2f is given by

S PA, 2 f ( x )  Pabs , 2 f ( x )  Pabs , 2 f , p ( x ) cos( 2 f  2 )  Pabs , 2 f ,q ( x ) sin( 2 f  2 ) ,
(3.48)
The advantage is high sensitivity, independent signal profile on residual intensity
modulation at the line center, lower environmental noise due to the second harmonic
acoustic signal compared with first harmonic optical intensity noise.

3.5 Summary
In this chapter, we have demonstrated the theoretical models of QTF from
mechanical, electrical and piezoelectrical properties. Then the acoustic enhancement
in a 1-D resonator is approximated and discussed. The actual modulation for a
semiconductor diode laser, i.e., combined wavelength modulation and residual
intensity modulation, is analyzed to provide a theoretical guidance for the
subsequent experiment.
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Chapter 4
Numerical modeling and optimization for
QEPAS spectrophone

4.1 Introduction
In QEPAS [1], a pair of rigid tubes, act as a micro-resonator (mR), is usually placed
beside the QTF to accumulate the acoustic energy in resonance before detected by
QTF. The materials of the resonant tubes are usually silica glass [2-6], or stainless
steel [1, 7-10]. The enhancement factor of the mR mainly depends on the inner
diameter and length of tubes. Sometimes, the size of the gap between the tubes and
QTF could also play important roles in acoustic coupling between the two tubes [11].
In the early work of QEPAS, the length of each tube was selected to be 2.45 mm (~

λs/4) to form a first longitudinal resonance in the mR by neglecting the gaps between
the two tubes [2-4]. The enhancement factor of ~ 10 was achieved by this kind of
mR. However, a higher enhancement factor has been achieved by using a mR with
each tube length ~λs/2 [7], indicating that the resonance in two tubes is somewhat
independent. Further detailed studies revealed that the actual tube length for
achieving optimal performance is somewhere between λs/4 and λs/2, and an
enhancement factor as high as 30 times could be realized [11, 12]. The mR
associated with QTF is usually called spectrophone, which is the key component in
QEPAS system. Dong et al. [11] carried out experimental investigations on
spectrophone optimization, but the samples are limited that it prevents a
comprehensive investigation being carried out. Multiple parameters, including length
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and inner diameter (ID) of the tube, gap between the tube and tuning fork, gas
pressure, dimension of the tuning fork, could play important roles on the acoustic
coupling and consequently the PA signal. Due to the complicated structure of
spectrophone, no analytical method can be applied to calculate the acoustic coupling
and resonance in the mR.
To better understand the acoustic behavior in mR and how it coupled to the
tuning fork, and to optimize the performance of the spectrophone, we developed a
numerical model based on COMSOL Multiphysics software with finite element
method [13]. With this model, the influence of acoustic frequency, tuning fork
position, and tube dimensions on the acoustic coupling and pressure distribution, and
hence the generated acoustic signal are studied, and a set of parameters for optimal
spectrophone performance is identified. Moreover, an improved mR structure is
proposed and their performance is compared with the general mR structure.

4.2 Numerical modeling
As the physical processes involved in QEPAS are complicated and no simple
analytical model can be applied, we developed a numerical model based on the
COMSOL software. Two modules, Pressure Acoustics and Piezo Solid, are used for
investigating acoustic coupling in mR and piezoelectric effect of QTF, respectively.

4.2.1 Geometry structure
The geometry structure of the spectrophone comprises a QTF, gas domain and an
acoustic source (resonant tubes will be added in the following section). Considering
the symmetry of the geometric structure, only half of the tuning fork (marked in blue)
and the gas domain are included in our numerical model as shown in Figure 4.1. The
gas domain is assumed to be of a spherical shape due to the spherical wave
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propagation properties of the acoustic wave. An outer spherical shell is introduced as
the perfectly matched layer (PML) to absorb the reflected acoustic wave from the
boundary, thus to approach the numerical model to the practical relative infinite gas
layer compared to the scale of the QTF. Since the diameter of the light beam through
the resonant tubes is relatively small (~ 0.05 mm at waist [14]) compared to the gap
between the QTF prongs (0.2 mm) and the ID of the tubes (typically ≥ 0.2 mm), the
acoustic pressure wave may be regarded to be originated from a line source along the
axis of the tube and propagate all around. Due to the anisotropy of the piezoelectric
properties, tuning fork alignment to the assumed poling direction of the material
(z-direction) is critical. Thus the QTF concerned in the numerical model is pointed to
the y-direction, with the facet of prong perpendicular to the z-axis and vibration
along x-direction. Acoustic line source from light absorption is along z-axis, passing
through the gap between the prongs of QTF.

Figure 4.1 Numerical model of a QEPAS spectrophone with a bare QTF. The
blue domains are QTF, the black line is acoustic source and the outer spherical
shell is served as PML. The unit of scale is meter. The numerical model only
includes half of the spectrophone considering the geometrical symmetry of it.
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4.2.2 Source term and damping approximation
The source term setting in COMSOL is originated from the heat production via
absorption and can be expressed by comparing the acoustic equation in COMSOL
with Eq. (2.32) as

iS (r,  )  i

( γ  1)
( γ  1)
H (r,  )  i
 I 0 (r,  ) ,
2
0 cs
0 cs2

(4.1)

where i is the sign of imaginary part, γ is the adiabatic coefficient of target gas,

0 and cs are the gas density and the sound velocity in the gas, respectively,
H (r,  ) is heat production rate and I 0 is the light intensity,  is the light
absorption coefficient of the gas. Integrating the equation over the cross section of
mR, Eq. (4.1) becomes

iS  i

( γ  1)
 P0 ,
0cs2

(4.2)

where S is the flow source term and P0 is the power of the light source. The
above quantity has a unit of m2/s.
In our simulation, the gas involved in the model is assumed to be at atmospheric
pressure. Therefore the viscous damping will play important roles in limiting the

Q-factor of QTF resonance via increasing the friction on the QTF facet during its
vibration [15, 16]. The drag force applied on the surface of QTF is determined by the
velocity and acceleration of the QTF prongs, which can be expressed as [16]

Fr  1u   2u ,

(4.3)

where u is the velocity field at the surface of the QTF prong, 1 describes the
dissipative part of the drag force that proportional to the velocity while the second
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part proportional to acceleration u represents the inertial or reactive portion. Blom
et al. proposed a means to fit the drag force in a cantilever to that of an oscillatory
motion of a sphere with radius of R [17]. And the parameters are given by [18, 19]





1  6 R 1 

 2  3 R 2

R
d


 ,


20 
2R
1 
  9d

(4.4)


 ,


(4.5)

where  is the dynamic viscosity of target gas,  0 is the gas density,  is radial
frequency, R is the equivalent spherical radius that fits the damping action of a
cantilever and d is the thickness of viscous boundary layer given by Eq. (2.58)
d 

2

0

.

(4.6)

In this numeric model, the value of R can be determined by fitting the result to
the experimentally observed 8 Hz resonant frequency shift between operation in
vacuum and atmospheric air [2]. The drag force, resulted from the acoustic pressure
on the prong, is added as a damping term on the QTF to limit the Q-factor, thus the
final acoustic signal, of the spectrophone. A better damping model might be
implemented by coupling in additional COSMOL modules to determine the damping
term.

4.2.3 Specific subdomains and boundaries settings
There are two modules, Piezo Solid module and Pressure Acoustics module,
involved in our numerical model. Piezo Solid module is employed to investigate the
piezoelectric properties of QTF on the ambient acoustic pressure, while Pressure
Acoustics module is used to simulate the behavior of acoustic field in the
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spectrophone. The acoustic field is originated from the absorption line source and
propagates around. The re-radiation of the QTF vibration plays an important role in
the acoustic coupling and distribution that much be considered in the model.
The QTF subdomains are only active in the Piezo Solid module, while the other
subdomains are active in the Pressure Acoustics module.
1) Piezo Solid module settings
Piezo Solid module includes only the QTF subdomains. The dimension of the QTF
used in this model is the same as in [20] (Raltron R38), i.e., 3.636×0.54×0.232 mm
for each prong and 0.2 mm for the gap between the two prongs. To better match the
actual structure, the base of the QTF that is exposed to the gas is subdivided into a
fixed section with a length of 2 mm and a free section with a length of 0.1 mm with
rounded corner. The material properties of tuning fork are taken from the COMSOL
material library for quartz. The structural damping factor is set to 9.0*10-6 as to
match approximately the observed Q-factor of QTF and the dielectric loss factor is
set to 9.0*10-4 for quartz material as given by [21]. The boundary settings for Piezo
Solid module is listed in Table 4.1 with the boundaries numbered in Figure 4.2 as the
same in the numerical model. The user-defined constants and expressions are listed
in Table 4.2 and 4.3 as referred to [19], respectively. The drag force in Table 4.1 for
boundaries (9-12, 22) is given by Eq. (4.3) as
drag=(beta1+i*Frad*beta2)*u_t_smpz3d/Area,
with beta1, beta2 defined in Table 4.3 according to Eq. (4.4) and (4.5).
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Figure 4.2 Close-up figure of QTF with its boundaries numbered as appears in
the model.

Table 4.1 Boundary settings for Piezo Solid module.
Boundary No.

Constraint

Load

Electric BC

Fx=nx_acpr*p-drag
9, 11, 12, 22

Free

Fy= ny_acpr*p

Ground

Fz= nz_acpr*p
Fx=nx_acpr*p-drag
10

Free

Fy= ny_acpr*p
Fz= nz_acpr*p

13, 15, 16, 23

Free

0

17, 19, 20, 21

Fixed

0

26, 27

Symmetry plane

0

Zero charge/
Symmetry
Zero charge/
Symmetry
Zero charge/
Symmetry
Zero charge/
Symmetry
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Table 4.2 User-defined constants.
Name

Expression

Description

Freq

32.536e3 [Hz]

Frequency (varied in parametric study)

E_quartz

7.8e10 [Pa]

Young's modulus for quartz

visc

1.983e-5 [Pa*s]

Dynamic viscosity of air at STP

dens

1.25 [kg/m^3]

Density of air at STP

R

515e-6 [m]

Radius of equivalent sphere for drag force

L

3.636e-3 [m]

Tine length

w

0.54e-3 [m]

Tine width

t

0.232e-3 [m]

Tine thickness

g

0.2e-3 [m]

Gap between tines

Table 4.3 User-defined expressions.
Name

Expression

Description

Frad

2*pi*Freq

Radial frequency

delta

sqrt(2*visc/(dens*Frad))

Boundary layer thickness

Area_ed

L*t

Cross-section area of prong edge

Area_fc

L*w

Cross-section area of prong face

Area_tp

w*t

Cross-section area of prong tip

Area

2*(Area_ed+Area_fc)+Area_tp

Total prong area

beta1

6*pi*visc*R*(1+R/delta)

beta1

beta2

3*pi*R^2*sqrt(2*visc*dens/Frad)
*(1+2*R/(9*delta))

beta2

2) Pressure Acoustics module settings
In the Pressure Acoustics module, the subdomains include the gas domain and
spherical PML boundary layer. For trace gas detection, the gas layer can be regarded
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as atmospheric air. The line passes between the two prongs of QTF is set to flow
source in the edge settings with its value obtained from Eq. (4.2). Acoustic wave
originated from this line source propagates in the gas medium and detected by QTF.
The boundary settings are kept as default except for the prong of QTF and the inner
edge of free transition base (boundaries 9-12, 22, 23 in Figure 4.2) set to Normal
acceleration condition with
an=nx_smpz3d*u_tt_smpz3d+ny_smpz3d*
v_tt_smpz3d+nz_smpz3d*w_tt_smpz3d.

(4.8)

The acoustic pressure applied to the tuning fork prong excites mechanical
oscillation of the QTF, which results in the electric charge accumulation in the inner
and outer surface of QTF through piezoelectric effect. With an external connection
between the two surfaces, an electric current signal is generated and it can be
obtained by integrating the surface charge density  s throughout the outer surface
of QTF as

I out     s dA ,

(4.9)

where  is the radial frequency of the acoustic wave. The current signal can be
further converted into voltage signal through a transimpedance amplifier, which is
demodulated by a lock-in amplifier. Pay attention to the fact that both the flow
source (i.e., the acoustic line source) and generated current signal in this model are
only half of actual case. For comparison with previous experimental results, the
output current signal is normalized to absorption coefficient and laser power
throughout this chapter.
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4.3 Spectrophone performance
The numerical model is evaluated for QEPAS gas sensing for different
spectrophones without/with resonant tubes, and with modified resonators.

4.3.1 Without mR
4.3.1.1 Frequency response
First, the numerical model is carried out for the simple bare QTF case to evaluate its
feasibility. The numerical model is shown in Figure 4.1 and the deposit heat energy
is normalized. Before the investigation of the frequency response of our model, the
resonant frequency needs to be approximately estimated. As discussed in section
3.2.1, the resonant frequency of QTF is determined by its geometry, material and
surrounding gas pressure, and can be estimated from Eq. (3.1) as

f0 

1.015 w
2 L2

EQ

Q

,

(4.10)

where EQ and Q are the Young’s modules (78.7 GPa) and density (2650 kg/m3)
of Quartz material, respectively, L and w are the length and width of QTF prong.
For the dimensions of Raltron R38 QTF given in above, the theoretical resonant
frequency is calculated to be 35.96 kHz. This is reasonably close to the experimental
value of ~32.768 kHz, considering that the effect of the QTF base is not included in
this simplified cantilever model.
In calculating the frequency response, a structural loss parameter of 9×10-6 and a
dielectric loss factor of 0.0009 are used for Quartz material as stated before, these
parameters were found to give a Q-factor approaching the experimental result of the
QTF in vacuum [2]. In the following simulation, the loss factors are kept the same as
above. The frequency response of the model without mR in vacuum, i.e., without
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viscous damping, is plotted in Figure 4.3 as the green line. The resonant frequency is
~ 32.542 kHz and the Q-factor is calculated to be ~ 93,975, very close to the
experimental result of 93,456 [2]. In reality, gas sensing is usually carried out at
atmospheric pressure, so the acoustic re-radiation and viscous damping are two main
factors that affect the energy loss of QTF. Therefore, the frequency response of the
model at atmospheric pressure is also simulated and shown in Figure 4.3 as the blue
line. The resonant frequency and Q-factor are found to be ~ 32.536 kHz and 22,035,
respectively. The frequency shift from vacuum to atmosphere is ~ 6 Hz, but the

Q-factor suffers a significant decrease, which is consistent with experimental
observation [2], indicating the reasonability for the selection of fitting parameter R
and structural loss parameter in the calculation.

Figure 4.3 Frequency response of bare QTF without mR in vacuum (green line)
and in atmospheric air (blue line).
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4.3.1.2 Light beam position

Figure 4.4 Schematic structure of spectrophone without (a) and with (b) mR.
Light beam pass through the gap between prongs of QTF with an offset from the
opening. ID: inner diameter.

For better acoustic detection, the light beam usually passes through the middle of the
prong gap, with a small offset from the QTF opening as shown in Figure 4.4 (a). To
obtain the optimal beam position, the light beam is moved from the opening of QTF
step by step, and the corresponding normalized PA signal is recorded and plotted in
Figure 4.5. The optimal offset is found to be ~ 0.6 mm, agreeing with the reported
theoretical [14] and experimental [1] results. In the following section, the light beam
is fixed at 0.6 mm down from the opening. To further test our model, we compare
our result with the experimental result in Ref. [22] under the same condition. The PA
signal in [22] was 2.869 mV with a feedback resistor of 10 MΩ, a laser power of 8
mW and an absorption coefficient of 0.01 cm-1, corresponding to a normalized
current signal ~ 3.6 μA/(W cm-1). This is on the same order of magnitude as our
simulation result of ~ 8.5 μA/(W cm-1), indicating our numerical modeling is
reasonably reliable.
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Figure 4.5 Normalized piezoelectric current as a function of beam offset from the
QTF opening without resonant tubes.

4.3.2 With mR
In QEPAS, mR based scheme is usually adopted to enhance the acoustic signal in the
resonant tubes before detection. The resonant tubes, or mR, are generally placed
along the two sides of the QTF facet with a small gap as shown in Figure 4.4 (b).
The corresponding numerical model is shown in Figure 4.6 by adding two sections
of tubes (red regions) beside the QTF, with symmetric structure considered similarly.
In order to simplify the problem, several assumptions are made for the mR-based
numerical model:
1) The resonant tubes are perfectly hard, which are not involved in the acoustic
behavior;
2) Viscous damping in the tubes is neglected if the diameter of tube is far larger
than the thickness of viscous boundary layers defined in Eq. (4.6);
3) Viscous damping of QTF doesn’t include the influence of resonant tube near
it.
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Figure 4.6 Numerical model of a QEPAS spectrophone comprising of a QTF and
two rigid resonant tubes. The red domains are resonant tubes and the blue ones
are QTF. The unit of scale is meter.

4.3.2.1 Dependence on the gap between the QTF and mR
In order to investigate the effect of gap size between the tube and QTF on the
acoustic signal, we change the gap step by step and record the PA signals. Figure 4.7
reveals the dependence of PA current signal on the gap size for resonant tube with
inner diameter of 1 mm and each length of 5 mm at frequency of 32.528 kHz. It is
apparent that the PA signal decrease with increasing gap size. This is expected
because a larger gap causes more acoustic energy leakage from the gap and reduces
the acoustic coupling between the resonant tubes as can seen from Figure 4.8. A
smaller gap is then more effective for acoustic coupling and QTF oscillation.
However, if the gap is too small (<10 μm), the assembling of the QTF and the
resonance tubes would be difficult; the viscous damping also becomes significant
[23], which reduces the magnitude of the PA signal. Considering all these factors, we
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select a gap of 20 μm for a tradeoff.

Figure 4.7 Dependence of PA signal on the gap size between the tube and QTF
facet.

Figure 4.8 Pressure distributions along the resonant tubes.
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4.3.2.2 Dependence on the dimension of mR
Another factor that significantly influences the PA signal is the dimensions, i.e., the
length and ID, of the resonant tubes. The ID of tube is usually less than 1 mm and
length between λS/4 and λS/2 for efficient acoustic amplification and detection. The
normalized PA signal for different ID and length near the resonant frequency are
simulated and shown in Figure 4.9. The ID of tube is changed from 0.2 to 0.8 mm
and the length of each tube is varied from 2 to 6 mm step by step. On the whole, the
PA signal decreases with increasing the tube ID. For different tube IDs, the optimum
tube length changes. Even for a fixed tube ID, the resonant frequency of
spectrophone varies with tube length.

Figure 4.9 Normalized PA signal for resonant tube with different length and
inner diameter. From a) to f) the ID of the tubes are 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6 and 0.8
mm, respectively.
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The maximum PA signal, resonant frequency and Q-factor of the setup for
varying tube length and ID are calculated and plotted in Figure 4.10. It is shown
again in Figure 4.10 a) that the PA signal increases with reduced tube ID. The tube
lengths corresponding to maximum PA signals are 5.1, 4.98, 4.85, 4.72, 4.57, 4.3
mm for IDs of 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.8 mm, respectively, exhibiting a nearly linear
relationship. For each tube ID, there is a sharp drop of PA signal at the center of the
resonance, this is referred as anti-resonance, and the corresponding tube length is
referred as anti-resonant length. As shown in Figure 4.10 a), the anti-resonant length
reduces with increasing tube ID. The smaller the tube ID, the sharper the resonant
curve. Around the anti-resonant length, the resonant frequencies suffer from severe
changes. They deviate significantly from the resonant frequency of the spectrophone
without mR (i.e., bare QTF) around the anti-resonant length as shown in Figure 4.10
b). The Q-factor near the anti-resonant length achieves a minimum value and
gradually approaches the value for the bare QTF when tube length is away from the
anti-resonant length (Figure 4.10 c)). The thinner the resonant tube, the sharper of
the resonant frequency and Q-factor curves.
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Figure 4.10 a) Maximum normalized PA signal, b) resonant frequency and c)

Q-factor for spectrophone with different tube length and ID.

From Figure 4.9, it can be seen that the PA signal achieves its maximum value
at around 32.542 kHz for all the tube IDs. For efficient PA signal detection, the
frequency is fixed at 32.542 kHz and the simulated PA signals for several tube
dimensions are shown in Figure 4.11. The signal is reduced and broadened for a
larger tube ID, and the optimal tube length is shifted down from ~5.1 mm to ~4.4
mm. The peak value and corresponding total length of mR (the lengths of the two
tubes plus the gap between them) are plotted in Figure 4.12. It reveals that the
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optimal total length of mR decreases linearly with the ID of the tube, while the peak
PA signal depends on the reciprocal of the square of tube ID.

Figure 4.11 Normalized PA signal for tubes with different ID and length at
frequency 32.542 kHz.

Figure 4.12 The total length of mR and normalized PA signal at resonance peak
as functions of tube ID. The squares are numerically calculated data and the solid
lines are fitted curves.
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4.3.3 Modified mR structures
Considering the gap between the tubes introduced by the QTF, which might cause a
considerable amount of acoustic energy loss around it, we modified the mR structure
with reduced gap area in the middle of the resonant tubes as depicted in Figure 4.13.
The two tubes in general QEPAS method are connected by two thin bridges or it can
be seen as a whole tube is cut in the middle by two symmetric small slots, and the
size of the slots is suitable for the QTF to be plugged in with a small gap between the
tuning fork and the tube walls. In this way, the gap is further reduced to prevent the
acoustic wave leakage in the middle of the tube, thus to enhance the signal.
Considering the maximum deflection of the QTF prong is usually less than 1 μm, a
gap with several tens μm will not affect the vibration of QTF much.

Figure 4.13 Modified spectrophone structure with three different views of the
connection part of between resonant tube and QTF.

To evaluate the capability of our modified tube structure, we select a tube with
inner diameter of 0.4 mm and sluts to leave a gap of 20 μm between the QTF and
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tube walls. By varying the tube length, the optimal total tube length of 9.6 mm is
found to obtain a maximum PA signal. The frequency response of the PA signal for
this modified tube is shown in Figure 4.14. For typical resonant tubes, the optimal
length for each tube is ~ 4.9 mm to ensure a maximum PA signal given by Figure
4.10 a). The calculated PA signal near the resonant frequency is shown in Figure 4.14.
For comparison, we also simulate the typical spectrophone with optimal each tube
length of 4.9 mm corresponding to an ID of 0.4 mm according to Figure 4.10 a), and
the results are also displayed in Figure 4.14. Unexpectedly, the maximum PA signals
for these two kinds of mRs are almost equivalent, with an operation frequency shift
of 5 Hz between them. Therefore, the modified structure with two thins bridges
could not distinctly improve the capacity of the spectrophone. These might imply
that the small gap between the two prongs of QTF induce little influence to the
spectrophone. Moreover, the fabrication of this kind of modified structure and
assembly with the QTF is also a challenge. The separated two tube structure of mR
is still preferred in practice.

Figure 4.14 Frequency responses of the typical tube and modified tube with ID
of 0.4 mm.
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4.4 Analysis
The frequency response of the QEPAS spectrophone may be regarded as following
approximately a two-step process: the built up of acoustic pressure at the gap
between the two resonant tubes and the conversion of pressure to a piezoelectric
current by the QTF. The conversion or transfer function of the QTF was found to be
independent of the length and has only a weak dependence on the ID of the tubes.
The acoustic pressure wave at the gap center is however a result of complex
interaction between the resonant tubes and the QTF, and depends strongly on the
dimensions of the tubes. The varying characteristic of the PA signal shown in section
4.3.2 is believed to be mainly due to the different acoustic coupling for tubes with
varying dimensions.
As the ID of the tube is far smaller than the acoustic wavelength λs (~ 10.5 mm)
in gas at around 32.536 kHz, the resonant tube can be regarded as a 1D acoustic
resonator and the acoustic pressure distribution in the cross section of the tube may
be regarded as uniform. As demonstrated by Dong et al. [11], the acoustic coupling
between the two tubes results in an optimal tube length of between λs/4 and λs/2,
where λs is related to acoustic frequency f and velocity cs by λs = cs/f. Hence, for a
fixed tube length l, the acoustic resonance frequency for maximum pressure at the
center between the two tubes falls between cs/4l and cs/2l and increases with
reducing tube length.
In order to analyze the acoustic wave coupling and interaction with QTF, we
numerically calculated the acoustic pressure in the middle of the QTF prongs at the
gap center and QTF vibration at different excitation frequency for resonant tube with
fixed ID of 0.8 mm as an example and various lengths. The amplitude and phase of
acoustic pressure are plotted in Figure 4.15 and 4.16, respectively. And the frequency
dependent QTF vibration is plotted in Figure 4.17 and 4.18 for amplitude and phase.
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In Figure 4.15, the close-up figure shows the details of pressure variation around the
resonant frequency of the QTF. As expected, the acoustic resonance peak shifts to
lower frequency with increasing tube length because of the first longitudinal acoustic
wave operation in the tube. The acoustic pressure shows dramatic variations near the
resonant frequency of the QTF due to the re-radiation of QTF. This can also be seen
from Figure 4.16 and 4.18 that the re-radiation from QTF results in an intense phase
change for both acoustic wave and QTF vibration around the QTF resonant
frequency. In other words, for a small tube length, the acoustic resonant frequency is
larger than the QTF resonant frequency, thus near the QTF resonance, the acoustic
wave is accumulated in the lower frequency side. While for a larger tube length, the
relative lower acoustic frequency makes the acoustic energy accumulated in the
higher frequency side of QTF resonant frequency. At the QTF frequency, the 90°
phase lag between the QTF vibration and acoustic resonance results in an
anti-resonance of the spectrophone as shown in Figure 4.19. Interestingly, at this
anti-resonance frequency, the vibration of QTF and acoustic signal are independent
on the tube length as displayed in Figure 4.15 and 4.17.
Pay attention that when the acoustic resonance of the tubes overlaps with the
resonance of the QTF, anti-resonance occurs and a dip appears in the resonance
curve. The tube length corresponding to the matching of the two resonances is the
anti-resonant length. For tubes with a larger ID, stronger acoustic coupling occurs,
and the acoustic resonance frequency is closer to cs/4l and the hence anti-resonant
length is closer to λs/4. For smaller IDs, the anti-resonant length is closer to λs/2. This
is consistent with the simulation results in section 4.3.2.
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Figure 4.15 Amplitude of the acoustic pressure at the center of the gap between
the two tubes for various tube lengths. The ID of the tubes is 0.8 mm. The
close-up figure shows the details of pressure variation near the resonance of the
QTF.

Figure 4.16 Phase of the acoustic pressure at the center of the gap between the
two tubes for various tube lengths. The ID of the tubes is 0.8 mm. The close-up
figure shows the details of pressure phase variation near the resonance of the
QTF.
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Figure 4.17 Amplitude of the QTF vibration at different operation frequency.

Figure 4.18 Phase of the QTF vibration at different operation frequency. The
close-up figure shows the details of phase variation near the resonant frequency
of QTF.
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Figure 4.19 Dependence of acoustic pressure and phase difference between
pressure and QTF vibration on operation frequency. The anti-resonance
corresponding to a 90° phase lag of QTF vibration to acoustic wave.

The anti-resonance in the spectrophone might be explained from the pressure
distribution along the tubes. It is shown in Figure 4.15 that for a tube ID of 0.8 mm,
the anti-resonant length is around 3.7 mm. For tubes with a length shorter than the
anti-resonant length, the acoustic pressure wave distribution along the mR is closer
to the fundamental resonance of the mR as shown in Figure 4.20, and the acoustic
energy is higher in the lower frequency side of anti-resonant frequency as shown in
close-up of Figure 4.15. For tube length longer than the anti-resonant length, the
second resonance mode dominates, and the acoustic energy is larger in the higher
frequency side of anti-resonant frequency. For a specific tube ID, the combined
effect of frequency dependent acoustic pressure and QTF conversion function pulls
down/up the resonant frequency of the PA signal for tube length shorter/longer than
the anti-resonant length. The shift of the resonant frequency can be significant
around the anti-resonant length. For the same reason, the Q-factor of the
spectrophone reaches a minimum value close to zero at the anti-resonant length and
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increases gradually, approaching the value for bare-QTF when tube length is far
away from the anti-resonant length.

Figure 4.20 Acoustic pressure distribution along the mR for each tube lengths
with a fixed ID=0.8 mm at their resonance peak around the resonance frequency
of QTF.

As shown in Figure 4.12, the PA signal is inversely proportional to the square of
tube ID, which agrees with the previous theoretical result as [2]

S k

 P0lRQ
f cVR

k

 P0Q
,
f c rR2

(4.11)

where S is the PA signal detected by QTF with mR, k is a constant describing the
transfer function of the spectrophone, α is absorption coefficient of gas, P0 is laser
power, lR, VR and rR are the total length, volume and inner radius of the mR, Q and fc
are the Q-factor and resonant frequency of the spectrophone, respectively. However,
a too small tube ID will result in large damping loss of the acoustic resonance and
reduce the Q-factor of the system [23], and make the optical alignment difficult as
well.
On the whole, the maximum PA signal is achieved for tubes with a relatively
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small gap and ID, and a length slightly longer than the anti-resonant length.
Considering the detection efficiency and also easier assembling, we suggest a
spectrophone comprising of a Raltron R38 QTF and a pair of tubes with an ID of 0.2
mm and length of 5.1 mm, placed 0.6 μm down from the opening and 20 μm away
from the facet of tuning fork.

4.5 Summary
In this chapter, we developed a numerical model for investigating the acoustic
coupling and performance of QEPAS spectrophone by use of finite element method.
The numerical method with multiple modules is introduced in detail. The
spectrophone comprises of a QTF and a pair of tubes, and photoacoustic current
generated from QTF is studied for different tube dimensions and relative position of
QTF with respective to the tubes. A modified tube structure is proposed and
compared with typical mR. The regulation for the acoustic coupling and interaction
with QTF is attempted to be analyzed. Finally, a set of parameters is suggested for
optimal gas detection under atmospheric pressure in QEAPS method. This work may
provide useful theoretical understanding and guidance on QEPAS optimization and
multiphysical process modeling.
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Chapter 5
Experimental investigation of QEPAS for gas
detection

5.1 Introduction
QEPAS, which uses a tiny quartz tuning fork (QTF) for photoacoustically generated
acoustic detection, shows several advantages, such as compact sensor size, low cost,
immunity to environmental noise, etc., over the conventional PAS method with a
microphone as acoustic detector. Since the first report of QEPAS in 2002 [1], it has
been widely employed for various gases detection, including simple molecules, such
as NH3 [2-5], CH4 [6], H2O [2, 7], CO2 [2, 8], CO [9, 10], C2H2 [2, 11, 12], C2H4
[13], etc., for a single rotational-vibrational line detection with WM method, and
large molecules, such as Freon-134a or -125 [14-16], for broad, unresolved
absorption spectra analysis with IM method. Besides the widely used on-beam
QEPAS, in which the QTF is placed between the two tubes with its plane
perpendicular to the optical beam, another configuration of QEPAS, called off-beam
QEPAS, has also been proposed for trace gas detection, in which only one tube with
a small slot on the tube side to let the acoustic wave be coupled out and detected by
the QTF [17-19].
In this chapter, we will evaluate our QEPAS sensing system for gas detection by
using a near-IR DFB laser as light source.
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5.2 Absorption line selection and devices characterization
5.2.1 Absorption line selection
In absorption spectroscopy, gas detection is realized by the light absorption in the
target gas at a specific spectral region. Since the fundamental absorption lines for
most of the conventional gases are located in the mid-IR spectral region as depicted
in Figure 5.1, the ideal absorption should happen at this range to ensure a strong
absorption. Several QEPAS works based on the fundamental absorption lines were
reported by using quantum cascade lasers (QCLs) [16, 20-22] or optical parametric
oscillator (OPO) [23], and sensitivity up to 2 ppb has been achieved with cw
external-cavity QCL. Although the absorption is much intense in this mid-IR region,
the expensive source and detection system prevent its wide application in some areas.
Moreover, the difficulty of the long distance light propagation in the mid-IR is also a
big issue for remote gas sensing.

Figure 5.1 Fundamental absorption lines for conventional gases in the mid-IR
spectral range according to the Spectroscopy of Atmospheric Gases website [24].
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Therefore, we are interested in the QEPAS gas sensing in the near-IR. Although
the absorption strength in this region is 1-2 orders smaller than the fundamental
absorption lines, the light source and coupling system is easily available and it is
quite convenient for the connection of the sensor to fiber based communication
network for remote and multiplexing gas sensing. As an example, we select
acetylene (C2H2) as our sensing gas for the evaluation of our QEPAS sensing system.
Acetylene is a colorless and odorless gas, which is widely used as a fuel and a
chemical building block in application. Although acetylene is not especially toxic,
but the highly flammability makes it dangerous in many circumstances. Thus the
concentration detection of acetylene is meaningful.

Figure 5.2 Absorption lines of C2H2 in the near-IR region with sequentially
numbered on both P and R branches from HITRAN database.

The absorption intensity of C2H2 in near-IR is stronger than many other
conventional gases, so it is usually selected for laboratorial gas sensing investigation.
The absorption lines of C2H2 falling in the near-IR region is the ro-vibrational ν1+ν3
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overtone band of it, with a distinct P-branch and R-branch structure, and plotted
based on HITRAN database as shown in Figure 5.2 [25]. The main information for
each absorption lines is also listed in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1 Main absorption lines of C2H2 in the near-IR spectral region.
P Branch
No.

Wavenumber ν,
-1

Width γ,
-1

R Branch
Intensity S,
-1

-2

Wavenumber ν,
-1

Width γ,
-1

Intensity S,

cm

cm

cm /(mol cm )

cm

cm

cm-1/(mol cm-2)

1

6554.1117

0.1114

2.222E-21

6561.0943

0.1043

4.441E-21

2

6551.7327

0.1043

1.448E-21

6563.3702

0.0985

2.170E-21

3

6549.3280

0.0985

6.299E-21

6565.6203

0.0940

8.385E-21

4

6546.8978

0.0940

2.675E-21

6567.8446

0.0903

3.337E-21

5

6544.4419

0.0903

9.475E-21

6570.0429

0.0875

1.134E-20

6

6541.9606

0.0875

3.539E-21

6572.2152

0.0852

4.117E-21

7

6539.4537

0.0852

1.144E-20

6574.3615

0.0834

1.303E-20

8

6536.9214

0.0834

3.977E-21

6576.4818

0.0820

4.456E-21

9

6534.3636

0.0820

1.211E-20

6578.5761

0.0808

1.340E-20

10

6531.7805

0.0808

4.002E-21

6580.6442

0.0796

4.380E-21

11

6529.1721

0.0796

1.165E-20

6582.6862

0.0787

1.264E-20

12

6526.5384

0.0787

3.693E-21

6584.7020

0.0777

3.977E-21

13

6523.8794

0.0777

1.035E-20

6586.6916

0.0768

1.107E-20

14

6521.1953

0.0768

3.165E-21

6588.6550

0.0756

3.369E-21

15

6518.4860

0.0756

8.572E-21

6590.5922

0.0746

9.078E-21

16

6515.7516

0.0746

2.539E-21

6592.5030

0.0733

2.677E-21

17

6512.9921

0.0733

6.665E-21

6594.3875

0.0719

7.000E-21

18

6510.2076

0.0719

1.915E-21

6596.2456

0.0704

2.004E-21

19

6507.3982

0.0704

4.882E-21

6598.0774

0.0688

5.092E-21

20

6504.5639

0.0688

1.363E-21

6599.8828

0.0671

1.418E-21

21

6501.7047

0.0671

3.379E-21

6601.6617

0.0653

3.504E-21

22

6498.8207

0.0653

9.178E-22

6603.4141

0.0635

9.495E-22

23

6495.9119

0.0635

2.214E-21

6605.1401

0.0616

2.285E-21

24

6492.9784

0.0616

5.855E-22

6606.8395

0.0597

6.030E-22

25

6490.0202

0.0597

1.375E-21

6608.5124

0.0578

1.414E-21

A DFB laser with wavelength ~ 1.53 μm is used as the light source in our
QEPAS gas sensing system, which falls in the P branch of C2H2 absorption line.
Consider the absorption intensity and the tunable range of our DFB laser, P(9)
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absorption line, the maximum strength of P branch, of the ν1+ν3 overtone band of
C2H2 is selected as the target absorption line. The line intensity is about 1.211×10-20
cm-1/(mol cm-2) and line width about 0.082 cm-1 (0.0192 nm) as given in Table 5.1.
The line shape can be approximated by a Lorentzian profile at atmospheric pressure
and room temperature as shown in Figure 5.3. The central wavelength, λ0, of the P(9)
line is ~ 1530.37 nm.

Figure 5.3 Line profile for the P(9) absorption line of C2H2.

5.2.2 Laser source characterization
As mentioned above, the light source used in our QEPAS system is a DFB diode
laser with wavelength around 1.53 μm that made by Fujitsu Corp., coincide with the
P(9) absorption line of C2H2 in the near-IR region as displayed in Figure 5.4. The
wavelength also falls in the communication waveband that propagates in optical
fiber with a very loss (0.02 dB/km).
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Figure 5.4 Spectrum of DFB (purple line) laser compared with the C2H2
absorption lines (green line) in the near-IR range.

The dependence of laser output power and wavelength on forward current is
shown in Figure 5.5. It is shown that the laser is excited when the forward current is
over 12 mA and the laser power shows an approximate proportional dependence on
the driven current from 12-200 mA. As the forward current increases, the
wavelength of the laser also varies as shown in Figure 5.6. The relationship between
the forward current and laser wavelength can be regarded as linear in a small current
range. However, for a larger current range, the laser wavelength seems increases fast
for a larger driven current. This may be attributed to the nonlinear dependence of the
laser temperature, which is proportional to the laser wavelength, on the driven
current.
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Figure 5.5 Dependence of laser output power on forward current.

Figure 5.6 Dependence of laser wavelength on forward current.

One of the biggest advantages of DFB laser is its tunable wavelength property.
The tuning range for a DFB laser is usually in ~nm range. The laser wavelength is
controlled by a thermoelectric cooler (TEC) via temperature. When the laser
temperature changes, the inner grating structure of DFB laser will vary, inducing the
wavelength tuning. The temperature dependence of laser wavelength is examined
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experimentally and plotted in Figure 5.7 with different forward current from 50 mA
to 200 mA. It reveals that the laser wavelength shows a linear relationship with the
temperature in the range 15-40 °C and a 1 °C temperature increase induces ~0.15 nm
wavelength tuning. This means that temperature changing by 2-3 °C can result in the
laser wavelength scanning across the whole absorption line of target gas as can be
seen from Figure 5.3.

Figure 5.7 Dependence of laser wavelength on controlling temperature.

To obtain the influence of laser temperature changing on the output power, the
laser power is also recorded with different temperature and forward current. The
fitted results in Figure 5.8 show that the laser power hardly varies in a large
temperature range, especially for a smaller forward current.
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Figure 5.8 Dependence of laser output power on controlling temperature.

In the WM gas sensing experiment, the forward current is fixed at a specific
point to provide a constant laser output power. And then an external sinusoidal
current signal with a higher frequency is added to the forward current, which results
in both the wavelength modulation and intensity modulation of the laser as described
in section 3.4, thus to generate the periodic absorption. Before the gas sensing
method, we need to find the relationship between the modulation signal and the
wavelength and intensity modulation amplitude.
The modulation current added to the forward current results in a combined
controlled current as

i  I f  i0 cos(mt ) ,

(5.1)

where I f is the laser forward current, i0 is the amplitude of the modulation
current and m is the modulation frequency. Then the laser output power and
wavelength can be written respectively as

  P / P0

i cos(mt )  ,
P  P0  P cos(mt )  P0 1 
i
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  0   cos(mt  )  0 

 / 
i cos(mt  ) ,
i

(5.3)

where P0 and 0 are the power and wavelength at the fixed forward current, P
and  are the amplitudes of modulated power and wavelength,  is the
absorption line width (in nm). The next thing to do is to find the coefficients

 m  ( P / P0 ) /  i

and

 m  ( /  ) /  i , which represent the modulation

characteristics of tunable laser, and also the phase delay  between the wavelength
and intensity modulation.

Figure 5.9 Diagram for determining the intensity and wavelength modulation
coefficients. PD: photodetector.

The intensity modulation coefficient can be directly determined by measuring
the dependence of laser power variation on the modulation current. However, the
wavelength modulation coefficient can not be directly measured due to the fast
variation of laser wavelength. Similar to the interferometric method proposed in [25],
we designed a fiber optic interferometric system to simultaneously measure the
intensity and wavelength modulation coefficients. The diagram is shown in Figure
5.9. Optical intensity of one arm is directly measured by a photodetector (PD1) and
gives the form of  m as

 I1,max  I1,min 
 / i .

I
I
1,max
1,min



 m  
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The other arm consists of an edge filter that made of a Mach-Zehnder interferometer
(MZI) by the fabrication of two tapers on a single mode fiber as shown in the
close-up figure of Figure 5.9. The laser wavelength is operated at the quadrature
point of the MZI by carefully selecting the length between the two tapers to ensure
an approximate linear relationship between the wavelength and transmitted light
intensity [26]. The detected signal by photodetector 2 has the form of

I 2  I1 f ( )  I1 (a  b ) .

(5.5)

where f ( ) is the transfer function of the edge filter and its coefficients, a and b,
can be determined by scanning the laser wavelength and find the relationship
between I1 and I2. Then in modulation case, laser wavelength can be determined by

1  I2
 a ,
b  I1


(5.6)

ampl ( I 2 / I1 )
,
bi

(5.7)

 
so

m 

  phase( I 2 / I1 )  phase( I1 ) .

(5.8)

where ampl and phase represent the amplitude and phase for detected signals.
Considering the WM method with second harmonic detection is used in the gas
sensing experiment, the modulation frequency is fixed at the half of the resonant
frequency of QTF (16.375 kHz in this experiment). The experimental results for

P / P0 versus i is plotted in Figure 5.10. It shows a linear relationship between
them for small modulation and the fitted curve gives a value of  m  3.07 A1 .
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Figure 5.10 Dependence of power amplitude on the modulation current.

The transfer function of edge filter is obtained by scanning the laser wavelength
near the quadrature point of the MZI and is shown in Figure 5.11. For a modulation
frequency of 16.375 kHz, an example of I1 and I2 for modulation amplitude of 80
mA is plotted in Figure 5.12. The phase shift between I2/I1 and I1, i.e., the phase shift
between the wavelength modulation and intensity modulation, is found to be ~ -14°.
The calculated amplitude of wavelength modulation dependent on the modulation
current is plotted in Figure 5.13. And the fit curve gives a linear coefficient of 1.27
nm/A.
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Figure 5.11 Dependence of I1 and I2 in Figure 5.9 on the laser wavelength as it is
scanned around the quadrature point of MZI.

Figure 5.12 Wave signals for I1, I2 and I2/I1 at a modulation frequency of 16.375
kHz and modulation current of 80 mA.
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Figure 5.13 Dependence of modulated wavelength on the modulation current at a
modulation frequency of 16.375 kHz.

5.2.3 Tuning fork performance
QTF, which is used to detect the generated PA signal in my experiment, is an
important part in the spectrophone of QEPAS. An image of the QTF used in our
experiment is displayed in Figure 5.14. Because of its high mechanical quality factor

Q (103-105), QTF provides a build-in high gain and is very sensitive to sub-pN forces
when used at or near its resonance frequency. Also, the high resonance frequency
greatly reduces the 1/f noise in our PA sensing system. When a mechanical force is
applied to the prongs of QTF, an electrical signal will be generated for the
piezoelectric effect native to quartz crystals. The electrical signal is proportional to
the applied force. Before the sensing experiment, the property of the QTF including
the resonance frequency, quality factor and optimal position for applied force to get
maximum signal should be accurately measured first.
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Figure 5.14 An image of the QTF used in our gas sensing system.

Generally, there are two ways to obtain the resonance curve of QTF [27]. One is
to shake the QTF at its mechanical resonance and monitor the induced current
(Figure 5.15 (a)), which is called mechanical configuration here. The other is to
directly drive the QTF with an alternative voltage signal and measure the induced
current (Figure 5.15 (b)). In both cases, the generated current signal is converted into
voltage signal via a transimpedance amplifier with a feedback resistance Rf.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.15 Measurement configurations for resonance curve of the QTF: (a)
mechanical configuration and (b) electrical configuration.
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For the mechanical configuration, the optical beam is focused on the surface of
one prong of the QTF, and then the optical power is modulated sinusoidally with a
frequency scanning across the resonant frequency of QTF. The light beam with
modulated power applied on the QTF provides a periodic force to the prong of QTF,
which causes the prong of QTF oscillate and generate a piezoelectric current signal.
The amplitude of the current signal is proportional to the displacement of QTF prong,
and can be measured by a lock-in amplifier after the transimpedance amplifier [28].
With the amplitude of optical power fixed and QTF placed at atmospheric air, the
dependence of lock-in signal on the modulation frequency is shown in Figure 5.16.
Resonance frequency f0 and quality factor Q can be calculated by Lorentzian fitting
as shown in the figure. The asymmetry of the resonance curve is due to the
equivalent package capacitance of QTF [27].

Figure 5.16 Resonance curve of QTF by mechanical configuration.

While for electrical configuration, a voltage signal with frequency around f0 is
directly applied to the QTF. In order to eliminate the effect from the QTF’s package
capacitance, another same voltage signal with opposite phase is applied to a variable
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capacitor and added up to the generated current as shown in Figure 5.15 (b) [27].
Figure 5.17 shows the resonance curve of QTF in electrical configuration with the
variable capacitance of 2 μF. Gain in Figure 5.17 represents Vout/Vin. It can be seen
that the resonance curves match well with each other for different methods. And the
resonance frequency of QTF is about 32.75 kHz and quality factor Q is higher than
5000, which proves that QTF is an efficient tool to detect the acoustic signal near its
resonant frequency.

Figure 5.17 Resonance curve of QTF by electrical configuration.

5.3 Evaluation of QEPAS gas detection
QEPAS for C2H2 detection at atmospheric pressure and room temperature is carried
out to evaluate the sensing ability of our system. The absorption is happened at the
P(9) absorption line of the overtone band of C2H2 in the near-IR around 1.53 μm.
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5.3.1 Experimental setup
The experimental setup of our gas sensing scheme is depicted in Figure 5.18. A DFB
laser (FLD5F15CX-E9580, Fujitsu) with wavelength around 1.53 μm is employed as
light source for photoacoustic excitation. The laser temperature is tuned by a slow
varying triangle wave scanning signal from a computer-controlled DAQ device (NI
USB-6009) and current is controlled by a fast varying sinusoidal modulation signal
at half of the resonant frequency of QTF from lock-in amplifier simultaneously. 1%
standard acetylene gas balanced by nitrogen diffused into the gas chamber serves as
sample gas. The light from diode laser is fed into the gas chamber by SMF and
focused through the gap between the two prongs of QTF by a collimator. A pair of
stainless steel tubes, known as acoustic micro-resonator (mR), with a length of 4.4
mm and inner diameter of 0.5 mm as suggested in Ref. [29], is placed along the
beam of laser light and beside the two facets of QTF to enhance the acoustic signal.
A QTF (JU308, Yajingxin Electronics Co. Ltd) with a high Q-factor (~10,000) and
resonant frequency ~32.75 kHz at atmospheric pressure is used as photoacoustic
transducer. The piezoelectric current from QTF is transformed to voltage signal by a
self-designed transimpedance amplifier with a feedback resistor Rf=10 MΩ and then
demodulated by a lock-in amplifier (SR830 DSP, Stanford) for second harmonic
detection. The time constant of lock-in amplifier is set to 1 s with a filter slope 18
dB/octave, which corresponds to a detection bandwidth of ΔfBW=0.094 Hz. The laser
light after the spectrophone is refocused into a SMF for reference.
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Figure 5.18 Experimental setup for DFB laser based QEPAS configuration. The
feedback resistance of transimpedance amplifier is Rf=10 MΩ; the control
current of DFB laser is modulated at half of the resonant frequency of QTF;
DAQ, data acquisition. The blue line shows the optical fiber, the red line is
optical beam in open path and the black line describes the electric path.

5.3.2 Gas concentration calibration
In laboratorial gas sensing research, the sample gas is usually prepared by injecting a
standard gas flow into the gas chamber. For a small gas chamber, the sample gas
concentration can reach that of the source gas in seconds, so it can be treated the
same as the standard gas with its concentration level provided by its manufactory.
However, optical alignment and focusing parts are included in our sensing gas
chamber, which requires the gas chamber to have a relatively larger volume. A
volume of ~11.9 L is estimated for our gas chamber. Thus a relatively longer time is
needed for the gas concentration to reach that of the source gas. In order to precisely
quantitate the instaneous gas concentration in the chamber and save the amount of
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the source gas, which is to some extent meaningful in laboratory gas sensing
research, we developed a simple but efficient method for the gas concentration
calibration in the gas chamber.
Standard gas with a concentration of C0 is assumed to be injected into a gas
chamber with a volume Vc , at an instaneous gas flow rate of Q flow (t ) . The gas
concentration within the chamber at an arbitrary time is C (t ) with an assumption
that the gas in the chamber reaches a homogenous distribution in short time. The
time derivative of the gas concentration may be expressed as
C ' (t )  C0  C (t )  Q flow (t ) / Vc .

(5.9)

For a constant gas flow rate Q flow , the gas concentration in the chamber is derived as
C (t )  C0  C (t0 )  C0  exp(Q flowt / Vc ) ,

(5.10)

where C (t0 ) is the initial gas concentration in the gas chamber.
As the photoacoustic signal is proportional to the gas concentration [11], the
acoustic signal S (t ) should follow the below expression with a constant flow rate
filling process with initial gas concentration of zero

S (t )  S0C (t )  S0C0 1  exp(Q flowt / Vc )  ,

(5.11)

where S0 is a constant describing the sensitivity of the setup. Hence, if the signal

S (t ) could be measured experimentally, the instaneous gas concentration
C (t )  S (t ) / S0 and the constant gas flow rate Q flow would be obtained by fitting the
measured curve to Eq. (5.11).
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Figure 5.19 Experimental result (blue line) and fitting curve (green line) for
photoacoustic signal during the constant flow rate filling process. The sensitivity
and gas flow rate were found to be 0.489 μV/ppm and 673.5 SCCM for our gas
chamber with a volume of ~11.9 L.

With DFB laser wavelength tuned to the peak of the gas absorption line, the
signal from QTF was recorded by filling the ~1% acetylene into our gas chamber
with a constant flow rate and is shown in Figure 5.19 as the blue line. The fitted
curve from Eq. (5.11) is also plotted in Figure 5.19 as the green dash line. They
matches perfect with each other, which proves the validity of the calibration method.
The fitted value of the sensitivity is S0 =0.489 μV/ppm, and the flow rate is

Q flow =673.5 cm3/min (SCCM). At the end of this recording (~54 min), the gas
concentration is estimated to be ~0.95%. The gas chamber is then sealed and used to
evaluate the performance of the system, as will be reported in the following sections.
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5.3.3 Results and discussion
5.3.3.1 PA signal profile
In order to obtain the PA signal profile, the central wavelength of the laser source is
scanned across the absorption line by controlling the laser temperature, which is
linearly related to the wavelength as demonstrated in section 5.2.2. At the same time,
the laser wavelength is fast modulated around the central wavelength by an external
current with frequency fixed at 16.373 kHz (around the half the resonant frequency
of QTF), and the current modulation amplitude is set to 100 mA to ensure a
relatively larger PA signal. The second harmonic PA signal is detected by QTF and
demodulated by a lock-in amplifier. The laser power passing through the gap
between of QTF is measured to be 8.44 mW. The dependence of PA signal on laser
temperature is shown in Figure 5.20 as the red line. It is shown the maximum PA
signal is achieved around 21.7 °C, corresponding to the central wavelength of P(9)
absorption line in the ν1+ν3 band of C2H2. The maximum value of PA signal is found
to be 4.63 mA and peak to peak value to be 7.56 mV. The signal in the
non-absorption region approaches to zero quickly as expected. For comparison, the
PA signal without mR at the same gas concentration is also recorded and shown in
Figure 5.20 as the black dash line. For better visibility, the PA signal without mR is
amplified by 10 times. It is shown that the PA signal is amplified by over 20 times
with a pair of mR compared with bare QTF case. And the signal profile almost
maintains the same.
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Figure 5.20 PA signal for system with and without mR depended on the laser
temperature.

5.3.3.2 Frequency response
Since the detection in our system is extremely dependent on the operation frequency,
the modulation frequency should be tuned properly to guarantee the excitation and
detection of acoustic signal at the most sensitive frequency of tuning fork, i.e., the
resonant frequency. Considering the second harmonic WM scheme used in our
system, the modulation frequency of current signal is scanned around half of the
resonant frequency of QTF with laser wavelength fixed at the peak absorption point
and modulation current of 100 mA. The PA signal was recorded by varying the
modulation frequency from 16.34 to 16.4 kHz, corresponding to the frequency
response of QTF from 32.68 to 32.8 kHz, and shown in Figure 5.21 as the red dots.
The data is fitted by Lorentzian profile to achieve its central frequency and Q-factor
as 16,372.15 Hz and 4,433, indicating that the maximum PA signal happens for QTF
vibrating at 32,744.3 Hz. To study the effect of mR on the resonance of QTF, the
resonance curve for the non-mR case was also measured and shown in Figure 5.21
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for comparison, with values also multiplied by 10 for visibility reason. The Q-factor
and peak modulation frequency are calculated to be 8,699 and 16,373.3 Hz,
corresponding to the QTF frequency of 32,746.6 Hz. That is to say, the resonant
frequency of the system is down shifted by 2.3 Hz and Q-factor reduced by almost a
half with the introduction of the mR. However, PA signal is amplified by ~ 22.5
times by the use of mR. These results agree with the numerical investigation of
spectrophone of QEPAS.

Figure 5.21 Frequency response of the PA signal on modulation frequency for
spectrophone with and without mR. Both of the results are fitted by Lorentzian
profile.

5.3.3.3 Modulation characterization
As stated previously, in WM scheme with a semiconductor laser source, a
modulation current signal applied to the laser can result simultaneously the
wavelength and intensity modulation of the laser source. The latter usually acts as a
secondary factor that affects the signal profile and phase condition of the acoustic
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detection, known as residual intensity modulation (RIM). The amplitude of the
current modulation can significantly determine the magnitude of PA signal. Thus
experimental investigation on the dependence of modulation on the PA signal and the
effect of RIM on WM is necessary and meaningful.
The WM QEPAS experiment was carried out for acetylene detection at the P(9)
absorption line, corresponding to a line intensity of 1.211×10-20 cm-1/(molecule cm-2),
line width of 0.082 cm-1 and line center at 6534.3636 cm-1 [24]. The sample gas is
0.95% C2H2 balanced by N2. Laser output power involved in gas absorption was
measured to be 8.44 mW. And the relative magnitude of laser output power
modulation was found to be ΔP/P0=3.07·i0, where i0 (in Ampere) is the amplitude of
current modulation applied to laser source. The phase delay between WM and RIM
was found to be -25° at the modulation frequency of 16.373 kHz by using an
interferometric method [27]. The second harmonic PA signal was also
experimentally measured by tuning the laser wavelength across the gas absorption
line and is plotted in Figure 5.22 as the green dashed line. For comparison, we also
displayed the theoretical result according to the derivation in section 3.4 by using the
measured parameters of the laser. It is shown that the profiles of the experimental
and theoretical results match well with each other. And the asymmetry for the signal
profile is due to the influence of RIM, which increases the PA signal in the short
wavelength side while suppresses the signal in the long wavelength side as can be
seen from Figure 3.16.
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Figure 5.22 Magnitude of the PA signal for varied laser temperature around the
absorption line for both experimental and theoretical results.

The dependence of maximum PA signal on modulation depth, regardless of the
sign, for combined WM and RIM is experimentally measured and plotted in Figure
5.23 as the green circles. It reveal that the PA signal increases quickly with
modulation depth before the modulation depth reaches a value around 2, where the
PA signal achieves its maximum value. After that, the PA signal reduces with
continue increasing the modulation depth. The efficiency of the sensor decreases
quickly to prevent it from effective gas detection. By comparison, we also provide
the theoretical result in Figure 5.23 as the blue line. They agree well with each other
for small values of modulation depth. The optimal PA signal happens for the
modulation depth equals to 2.184 (marked as red square), very close to the pure WM
value of 2.2 [30]. By fitting the experimental date to the theoretical curve, a
relationship between modulation current and the modulation depth was found to be
m=19.5i0. Hence the optimum modulation current for our experimental system can
be calculated to be 112 mA. The departure between the theoretical and experimental
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results for the larger modulation depth might be explained by the nonlinear
relationship between the WM and PA signal. Thus higher order harmonics for the
absorption must be included in the problem [31].

Figure 5.23 Normalized maximum PA signals for different modulation depth.

For different detection phase on the lock-in amplifier, the PA signal shows a
different profile and amplitude as plotted in Figure 5.24. For pure WM, the PA signal
will show a symmetric structure as the acoustic signal is detected at a phase equaling
to or reversal with the twice of the phase delay of WM to the current modulation (i.e.,
2ψ). However, the involvement of the RIM makes the phase detection complicated
and the symmetric PA signal might not be achieved at 2ψ. From Figure 5.24 we can
roughly find that PA signal achieves its positive maximum value around -180° while
achieves negative maximum value near 0°.
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Figure 5.24 PA signals for different detection phase on the lock-in amplifier.

Regardless of the sign of the signal, the peak value of the second harmonic
signal for varying detection phase angle was theoretically calculated and compared
with experimental measurement. The maximum PA signal for each single detection
phase is plotted in Figure 5.25 with normalization. The profile and relative amplitude
agrees well with each other for experimental and theoretical results. The theoretical
PA signal is maximized at a detection phase Φmax, theo= - 50  n 180 , where

n  0,  1,  2,... , coherent with the previous conclusion. However, the experimental
signal maximums occur at Φmax, exp= - 4  n 180 . Considering the sign of signals,
a phase lag of 134° is found between the experiment and the theory. To understand
the source of the phase delay, we measured the PA signal with different detection
phases for a spectrophone without mR, and the maximum signal was achieved at
-113°, which lags the theoretical result by 63° but leads the result of the mR-based
QEPAS by 71°. Therefore, we may conclude that the 63° phase lag might be resulted
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from the time delay in photoacoustic process and phase delay of the QTF [32], while
the part of 71° mainly comes from the acoustic resonance setup and coupling in the
tubes. This could be interpreted by the phase evolution in the acoustic resonance as
described in section 3.2 and section 4.3.

Figure 5.25 Normalized peak values of second harmonic PA signal for varying
detection phase.

5.3.3.4 Noise analysis

As can be seen from Figure 5.19 and Eq. (5.11), the detected PA signal is
approximately proportional to the gas concentration, with a sensitivity of 0.489
μV/ppm. In order to obtain the minimum detection limit (MDL) of the gas
concentration for our sensing system, we need to achieve the noise level of our
system first.
To evaluate the noise level of our sensing system, the laser wavelength was
fixed at absorption line center, and the modulation frequency fixed at 16.372 kHz,
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corresponding to the resonant frequency of QTF. The PA signal was recorded point
to point with a 1 s integration time. A noise level of 2 μV was found from the
standard deviation of the baseline measurements as shown in Figure 5.26.
Considering a minimum distinguishable voltage level of 1.22 μV (2*10 mV/214) of
our data acquisition device, this noise level is not reliable. So the laser wavelength
was tuned to the non-absorption region and the DAQ device is selected with a
smaller scale, this time a noise level of 1.02 μV was achieved as the blue line in
Figure 5.26, consistent with the thermal noise level of QTF (1 μV) at current
condition [11, 27]. Therefore, the SNR is estimated to be 4798, corresponding to a
MDL of 2 ppmv and a normalized noise equivalent absorption coefficient (1σ) of
6.16×10-8 cm-1 W/ Hz1/2.

Figure 5.26 PA signals for 0.95% C2H2 on the absorption peak and off the
absorption peak, respectively, to show the noise level of the QEPAS system.

To evaluate the long term stability of our system, the Allan variance analysis
was also provided as shown in Figure 5.27 [33]. The black and blue lines show the
Allan deviation of time series measurements for 0.95% C2H2 in N2 and pure air,
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respectively. The red line with a slope ~t demonstrates the linear drift of the signal
due to the gas leakage of the chamber. For pure air, there is no gas leakage, so the
Allan deviation shows a white noise behavior, as indicated by the green line with a
slope ~t-1/2. As can be seen, the stability time for present sensing system is 10 s for
the both cases, which is mainly determined by the laser temperature stability time
and gas chamber stability. Thus, the sensor sensitivity could be further improved
with a longer integration time.

Figure 5.27 Allan deviations for time series measurement of signals for 0.95%
C2H2 in N2 and pure air. The red and green lines are fitting curves with slopes ~t
and ~t-1/2, respectively. A, B are fitting coefficients.

5.3.4 Conclusion
Our QEPAS system is experimentally evaluated in this section for C2H2 detection at
the P(9) absorption line of the overtone band in the near-IR region. With a DFB laser
operating at 1.53 μm and an output power of 8.44 mW, the PA signal is achieved as
~0.5 mV/ppmv with optimized spectrophone. Considering the noise level of 1.02 μV
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for our setup with a 10 MΩ feedback resistance in the transimpedance amplifier, a
minimum detectable concentration limit of 2 ppmv is obtained, corresponding to a
normalized noise equivalent absorption coefficient (1σ) of 6.16×10-8 cm-1 W/ Hz1/2.

5.4 Summary
In this chapter, we carried out the gas sensing experiment by our QEPAS system.
Before the experiment, absorption spectrum of C2H2 was introduced, the
characteristics of our DFB laser were examined, and the resonance curve of QTF
used in our system was measured by different methods. An efficient gas
concentration calibration method was presented. The influence of RIM on WM was
analyzed and compared with theoretical results. With optimized spectrophone, the
QEPAS was evaluated for C2H2 detection, resulting in a minimum detectable limit of
2 ppmv.
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Chapter 6
Evanescent-wave photoacoustic spectroscopy
based on optical micro/nano fibers

6.1 Introduction
PAS, in which an acoustic pressure wave is generated by light absorption of gas
molecules and detected by an acoustic transducer, has been demonstrated for various
gases detection with high sensitivities [1]. As a competitive representative of PAS,
quartz-enhanced PAS (QE-PAS) [2-7], which uses a resonant quartz tuning fork
(QTF) as the acoustic transducer, has been widely investigated with outstanding
performance. However, in all of the PAS systems reported so far, open path PA cells
were used, and complex and precise collimating/focusing optics are needed to
minimize the optical insertion loss and improve the efficiency of PA generation.
Moreover, the precise alignment for the invisible infrared light beam is also a
challenge.
Therefore, we consider proposing an evanescent-wave PAS (EPAS) method
based on tapered optical micro/nano fibers (OMNFs) for PA generation. The
evanescent field of this kind of OMNFs interacts with sample gas and generates a
localized acoustic pressure wave via photoacoustic effect, which can be detected by
a high sensitive acoustic transducer to address the gas concentration information. As
light propagates along the OMNF freely with a very low loss and small beam size in
this method, no extra collimating/focusing devices are needed.
Although optical fiber sensors based on direct absorption spectroscopy have
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been studied extensively and deployed for real-world applications [8-12], the
sensitivity is limited because of the difficulty associated with fabricating a
long-length absorption cell. For instance, evanescent-wave absorption spectroscopy
by using a D-shaped optical fiber [9] or a tapered optical fiber [10] suffers from very
low sensitivity due to the relatively small evanescent field or difficulty in fabricating
a long fiber taper.
The above problems in optical fiber sensors are not believed to exist in our
EPAS method. By reducing the fiber diameter down to wavelength or
sub-wavelength scale, a considerable portion of light power can be ensured to fall in
the evanescent field for gas sensing. Besides, since the acoustic signal in PAS isn’t
necessarily determined by the absorption length, a small section of tapered OMNFs
(with a length of a few mm) would be sufficient for high sensitivity gas detection if a
small-size acoustic detector, QTF for an instance, is used. In the following, EPAS
associated with QTF-based acoustic detection will be demonstrated for gas detection.

6.2 Optical micro/nano fibers
Optical micro/nano fibers, or OMNFs, are a kind of thin optical fibers with diameter
in the scale of micrometer or even nanometer. Generally, OMNFs are usually
fabricated from conventional single mode fiber (SMF) by heating and stretching
method [13, 14]. OMNFs has drawn much attention in the past decade due to its
unique optical and mechanical properties, such as strong confinement, larger
evanescent field, great configurability, low loss and easy availability [15]. In this
section, the fabrication method and optical properties of OMNFs will be discussed.

6.2.1 Fabrication of OMNFs
OMNFs can be easily fabricated from general SMF by the well-known heating and
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stretching method as demonstrated in Figure 6.1 [14-16]. A SMF is placed on a
moveable translation stage with two ends fixed and coating removed in the middle
section. Then a moveable flame heats along the fiber with controlled flame size and
movement speed. Meanwhile, the translation stages are moved to the opposite
direction with a desired speed to stretch the fiber. Thus the fiber is elongated with
diameter reduced until the desired the fiber length and diameter achieved. During the
fabrication process, a pair of light source and powermeter is employed to monitor the
transmission loss of the fiber. By carefully controlling the flame size and speed, the
fiber stretch rate and the heating time, a tapered optical fiber with diameter down to
sub-wavelength scale can be made without much effort.

Figure 6.1 Scheme for the fabrication of OMNFs.

Several tapered OMNFs with wavelength from 1.1 to 2.4 μm were fabricated
with losses of ~ 0.2 dB by using the above method. An image of one of the OMNFs
is displayed in Figure 6.2. The fiber diameter is measured to be 1.4 μm, close to the
communication wavelength in optical fiber. These OMNFs are ready for the
following gas sensing experiment.
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Figure 6.2 SEM image of an OMNF with diameter of 1.4 μm.

6.2.2 Optical properties of OMNFs
One of the most significant properties of OMNFs is the evanescent field located
outside the physical boundary of optical fiber. Because part of the optical power
propagates outside the fiber as evanescent field, OMNFs are frequently utilized for
high-Q knot, loop and coil resonators [17-19], particle manipulation [20, 21] and
sensing applications [22-24].
The two most important optical properties of the evanescent field are the power
portion in it and the mode field radius of the fiber. We numerically investigated the
dependence of these two parameters on the fiber diameter. Figure 6.3 shows the
calculated effective refractive index of the tapered OMNFs with different diameters
from 0.1-5 μm. In our calculation, the finite air layer with a diameter of 100 μm is
included in our model. It is shown that as the diameter reduced, more and more
optical power propagates outside of the fiber, so the effective refractive index
decreases until approaching the refractive index of air, i.e., neff=1.
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Figure 6.3 Dependence of effective refractive index of tapered OMNFs on fiber
diameters.

The mode field of the OMNFs were also studied and plotted in Figure 6.4. It
reveals that as the fiber diameter reduced, the mode field diameter (MFD) is reduced
at first until the diameter reaches 1 μm and increases as the fiber diameter keeps on
reducing. When the fiber diameter is smaller than 0.5 μm, the MFD increases fast.
So the optical beam can not be efficiently confined in the fiber as can be seen from
the mode field distribution of fiber with diameter of 0.2 μm. The curve of power
percentage in air for the evanescent field of OMNFs exhibits a similar tendency with
that of the MFD. It is shown in Figure 6.4 that when the diameter of the fiber equals
1.5 μm, the MFD approaches the fiber diameter, which demonstrates about 8%
power percentage in the evanescent field. As the fiber diameter keeps on decreases,
more and more optical power will distribute in the evanescent field of the optical
fiber. For instance, the power percentage in evanescent field is about 26.6% for fiber
diameter of 1 μm, 48% for diameter of 0.8 μm and 93.5% for diameter of 0.5 μm.
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Figure 6.4 Optical mode field diameter (MFD) (black squares), MFD over fiber
diameter (blue squares) and power percentage in air (red dots) for different fiber
diameters. The mode field distributions for fibers with diameters from 0.2 to 2
μm are selectively shown as the figures inset.

6.3 Gas detection based on EPAS
As a considerable part of the optical power located outside of the fiber as evanescent
field, the OMNFs are suitable for photoacoustic gas sensing, which can be referred
as evanescent-wave photoacoustic spectroscopy, or EPAS. The generated acoustic
wave can be detected by a quartz tuning fork as shown in Figure 6.5. Light is
launched into the SMF end of OMNF and propagates with evanescent wave in the
waist section of the fiber. Light energy in the evanescent field absorbed by the
sensing gas induces a localized heat production, and then diffuses as acoustic wave
on condition of light modulation. A QTF is placed with its facet perpendicular to the
fiber and the fiber is threaded through the gap between the two prongs of QTF. The
acoustic wave by photoacoustic absorption applies on the QTF to make it oscillate
and generate a piezoelectric current signal, which is proportional to the light
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absorption as in the QEPAS. So QTF based EPAS is also called quartz-enhanced
EPAS (QE-EPAS).

Figure 6.5 Schematic of quartz-enhanced EPAS with an OMNF.

6.3.1 Experimental setup
The experiment setup for our OMNF-based QE-EPAS system is shown in Figure 6.6.
A distributed feedback (DFB) laser with a wavelength of ~1532.8 nm was used as
the light source, which corresponds to the P(13) absorption line of acetylene in the
overtone absorption band. A ramp signal generated from a computer scans the laser
wavelength across the absorption line periodically. Simultaneously, a sinusoidal
signal modulates the laser wavelength at a frequency fm=f0/2, where f0=32.75 kHz is
the resonant frequency of the QTF (KDS-DT38) in our experiment. The light signal
is amplified by an erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) and split by a 10/90 fiber
coupler. 10% of light is fed to the reference cell for gas concentration calibration by
direct absorption, while the remaining 90% to the OMNF for PA-based gas
absorption and detection. For optimized PA detection the OMNF was placed
approximately in the middle of the gap between two prongs and ~ 0.7 mm below the
QTF opening [2]. The dimension of the QTF used in this sensing system is
6mm×1.4mm×0.2mm, with measured quality factor Q=6341 at atmospheric pressure,
and equivalent resistance R=220 kΩ. The output from the QTF passes through a
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transimpedance amplifier (TA) with a feedback resistor of 10 MΩ and a preamplifier
with a gain of 6 before entering into a lock-in amplifier for second harmonic
detection. The time constant of the lock-in amplifier was set to 30 ms with an 18
dB/Oct slope filter, corresponding to a detection bandwidth of Δf=3.125 Hz.

Figure 6.6 Experimental setup for QE-EPAS gas sensing based on an OMNF.
EDFA: erbium-doped fiber amplifier; QTF: quartz tuning fork; Ref cell:
open-path cell with 2 cm absorption length; TA: transimpedance amplifier with a
feedback resistor Rf=10 MΩ; DAQ: data acquisition device; f0: resonant
frequency of QTF. The inset is a SEM image of OMNF, the diameter of which is
measured to be 1.1 μm.

6.3.2 Results and discussion
Acetylene gas sensing for the absorption line of P(13) in the overtone absorption
band is selected to evaluate the performance of our QE-EPAS configuration. The
target absorption line with line strength of 1.035×10-20 cm-1/(mol cm-2) and line
center of 6523.88 cm-1 is considered. So the laser wavelength is tuned to the center
of the absorption line (~ 1532.8 nm). WM with modulation frequency fixed to half
of the resonant frequency of QTF (~16.375 kHz) is carried out for acoustic
generation, and acoustic signal is detected at the second harmonic.
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6.3.2.1 For different fiber diameter

By controlling the flame velocity and the fiber stretching rate, four OMNF samples
with different waist diameter were fabricated for the gas sensing experiment. The
diameters of them were measured and power percentages in the evanescent field
were calculated at 1532.83 nm when placed in atmospheric air as listed in Table 6.1.
Table 6.1 Performance of QE-EPAS gas detection system with tapered OMNFs of different diameters.

Taper

Dfiber [μm]

Power portion
in air [%] a

P0 [mW]

QTF signal

C2H2

[mV]

concentration

Peak absorption

Normalized QTF

coefficient α

signal [mV/(W

-1

[cm ]

ppmv)]

1

1.1

20

9.8

4.88

1.58%

0.024

0.032

2

1.4

10

9.8

6.19

4.14%

0.052

0.015

3

1.9

4

12.5

0.7

0.96%

0.0076

0.0058

4

2.4

2

8.4

1.08

4%

0.046

0.0032

8

2.87

1.08% c

0.01

0.033

Open path QEPAS with a bare QTF b
a

calculated results at λ=1532.83nm;

b

Result from Ref [10] for water vapor sensing at 7161.41 cm-1 without the use of an acoustic resonator;

c

Sensing gas is water vapor.

The acoustic signals for the gas sensing system based on tapered OMNFs are
plotted in Figure 6.7 for different laser power and gas concentration. For better
comparison, the signals are normalized to laser power and absorption coefficient.
The results are also listed in Table 6.1. The signal profiles are similar to each other in
general and the peak acoustic signal happens for the laser operated at ~ 19 °C. For
the fiber taper with a diameter of 1.1 μm (Taper 1), the measured (normalized)
maximum second harmonic output signal is 0.0317 mV/(W ppmv). Considering the
similar absorption line intensity of H2O at 7176.41 cm-1 and the gain factor of the
preamplifier used in [7], this value may be regarded as comparable to the value of
QEPAS with a QTF alone without the use of an acoustic resonator. This suggests that
the QE-EPAS would achieve a similar performance as an open-path PAS system.
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Figure 6.7 Normalized second harmonic acoustic signals for fiber tapers with
different diameters.

It also can be shown that the normalized acoustic signal is larger for the thinner
optical fiber. This can be explained by the evanescent field power portion of the fiber.
By comparing the calculated fiber diameter dependent curve of power portion in air
(as black line) and the measured normalized acoustic signals (as blue square) shown
in Figure 6.8, we can find that the tendency of the acoustic signal agrees well with
the power portion curve and the acoustic signal shows a linear relationship with the
power portion in air as depicted in the inset of Figure 6.8. We are inspired from
Figure 6.8 that the sensitivity may be further improved by reducing the diameter of
the fiber taper. However, for fiber diameter smaller than 0.5 μm, the light
confinement of the fiber is poor, so the acoustic excitation and detection might not
be efficient.
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Figure 6.8 Calculated power portion in evanescent field for tapered OMNFs with
diameter from 0~2.8 μm at λ=1532.83 nm (solid line) and measured normalized
second harmonic signals for four different fiber tapers (solid blue squares). The
inset shows the dependence of normalized signal on percentage of light power in
air.

6.3.2.2 For different laser power

The dependence of acoustic signal on the laser power was tested for taper 2 as an
example. The laser power is changed from 1.45 mW to 9.75 mW and the maximum
acoustic signal was recorded point by point as shown in Figure 6.9. The average
acoustic signal for each individual laser power was calculated and displayed in the
inset of Figure 6.9. The linear fit indicates that the acoustic signal is proportional to
the laser power as expected. Therefore, a smaller minimum detectable concentration
limit could be achieved with a larger laser power.
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Figure 6.9 Acoustic signals for different laser power. The inset figure shows the
average signal for each individual laser power and its linear fit.

6.3.2.3 For different modulation current

In WM, the harmonics signal is significantly depended on the wavelength
modulation depth, or the modulation current of the light source. As the modulation
current varied, the acoustic signal was recorded and depicted in Figure 6.10. The
acoustic increases fast with modulation depth before the modulation current reaching
150 mA. After that the acoustic signal stays with small variation from 150 to 250
mA modulation current. The signal achieves a maximum value at a modulation
current of 200 mA. The profile tendency of the curve matches well with the
theoretical result as investigated in section 3.4.
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Figure 6.10 Dependence of acoustic signal on modulation current for taper 2
based gas sensing system. The operation laser power is 7.88 mW.

6.3.2.4 For different gas concentration

The gas concentration response of our system was carried out by using taper 4 with a
diameter of 2.4 μm. The laser power used in this experiment is 8.37 mW. The gas
concentration is calibrated by the reference cell with direct absorption as shown in
Figure 6.6. Acoustic signal for different gas concentration was recorded as in Figure
6.11. It is shown that the acoustic signal decreases with reduced gas concentration.
And the fitting curve indicates a linear relationship between the signal and the gas
concentration.
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Figure 6.11 Acoustic signals for different C2H2 concentrations. Inset figure
shows the average signal depended on the gas concentration and its linear fit.

6.3.2.5 Noise determination

In order to obtain the minimum detectable gas concentration limit of our system, the
noise of the setup must be quantified first. From Figure 6.11 we can find that the
intercept value between the linear fit and the vertical axis is ~ 0.347 mV, indicating
the output would not be zero even when no acetylene is present. This might be
resulted from the swinging of the tapered fiber which would affect the resonance
property of the QTF. Moreover, the evanescent field would also beat on the prong of
the QTF and induce a background signal if the fiber is placed too close to the tuning
fork. This could be improved by properly fixing the fiber taper and placing it in the
middle of the gap between prongs of QTF. The standard derivation of the noise was
estimated to be 55 μV from the gas concentration response of taper 4 in Figure 6.11.
This noise level is independent of fiber diameter, the laser power and gas
concentration, and it is believed to be mainly due to the thermal noise of QTF and
amplified by the preamplifier. The noise level seems a little bit higher than the
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reported results by other researchers [3] because of the relative small time constant
of 30 ms we used for signal demodulation, which will increase the thermal noise of
QTF directly as determined by [25]
VN2  R f 4k BT f / R1 ,

(6.1)

where R f is the feedback resistance in the transimpedance amplifier, R1 is the
equivalent resistance of QTF (220 kΩ), k B is Boltzmann constant, T is
temperature and f is the detection bandwidth of the system. Therefore the noise
level would be reduced considerably if a longer integration time is used.
By using the current noise level, a minimum detectable concentration limit of
178 ppmv (corresponding to a signal to noise ratio (SNR) of 1) was deduced for
taper 1 with 9.8 mW optical power and 30 ms integration time. The corresponding
normalized noise equivalent absorption (NNEA) coefficient (1σ) can then be
obtained from [26]
NNEA 

 min P0
f



 P0
SNR f

,

(6.2)

where αmin is minimum detectable absorption coefficient, P0=9.8 mW is laser power,
Δf=3.125 Hz is detection bandwidth determined by lock-in amplifier. For taper 1,
α=0.024 cm-1 and SNR can be estimated (by using the results in Table 1) to be 88.7.
Therefore, the NNEA for taper 1 is calculated to be 1.5×10-6 cm-1 W/√Hz.

6.3.3 Conclusion
It is verified by experiment that the evanescent wave of an OMNF can be employed
for photoacoustic signal generation and efficiently detected by a QTF. The acoustic
signal is proportional to the power of the laser source and the gas concentration. By
using an optical fiber with smaller diameter, the acoustic signal can be greatly
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enhanced due to a larger evanescent field. Compared with the conventional
open-path QEPAS, QE-EPAS can achieve a similar order acoustic signal while
simplify the system by omitting the use of complicated optical collimating and
focusing devices. By adding a proper acoustic resonant tube or using other sensitive
acoustic detection techniques, such as a micro-cantilever-based interferometric
detection method [27], the sensitivity would be further improved by 2-3 orders of
magnitude. The fiber-optic devices of it also promise a bright potential application in
all-optical multiplexing gas sensing area, etc.

6.4 Summary
EPAS with tapered OMNFs was demonstrated for the first time, to the best of our
knowledge, for gas sensing in this chapter. The fabrication method and optical
properties of OMNFs were introduced. With a fiber taper of 1.1 μm waist diameter
and a QTF as the acoustic detector, we obtained a normalized output signal of 0.0317
mV/(W ppmv) and a NNEA coefficient (1σ) of 1.5×10-6 cm-1 W/Hz1/2 for C2H2
detection at atmospheric pressure.
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Chapter 7
All-optical PAS gas detection with miniature
extrinsic Fabry-Perot interferometer

7.1 Introduction
Trace gas detection based on PAS has achieved great development in the past decade.
Different acoustic detection techniques, including the most widely used capacitive
microphone [1-3], resonant quartz tuning fork [4, 5] and micro-cantilever associated
with Michelson interferometric detection [6, 7], have been proposed with high gas
detection sensitivity. All these methods are based on open-path light absorption and
separated acoustic detection, the electrical detection approaches of which limits the
application on remote gas detection and the multiplex sensing is difficult. Recently,
researchers from Prof. Yu’s group proposed an all-optical acoustic detection method
by using an extrinsic Fabry-Perot interferometer (EFPI) with a polymer diaphragm
and successfully used it for PAS gas detection [8]. However, they also used the
conventional PA cell for acoustic generation in their system, which makes the system
kind of complicated.
In this chapter, we propose a novel all-optical gas detection method by
integrating the acoustic generation and detection of PAS in a same optical device, i.e.,
diaphragm-based EFPI. The sensor size is only in ~mm scale. The source light and
detection light share a single optical fiber. This kind of novel gas sensor might
possess advantages in the application of small space gas detection and multiplex gas
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sensing with compact size, high sensitivity, immune to electromagnetic interference,
and remote and distributed sensing ability, etc. In the subsequent sections, we will
investigate the properties and fabrication of this kind of acoustic sensor, and evaluate
its performance in PAS gas detection.

7.2 Acoustic detection based on EFPI
7.2.1 Basic principle of pressure sensor based on EFPI

Figure 7.1 Schematic structure of EFPI. SMF: single mode fiber.

The basic principle guiding the diaphragm-type pressure sensor is F-P interference.
As shown in Figure 7.1, the space between the fiber end and the diaphragm forms a
F-P cavity. The reflected light from the two parallel planes of the F-P cavity
interferes with each other. It is well known that the reflection spectrum of FPI can be
expressed by [9]
Re 

Ir
F sin 2 ( / 2)

,
I i 1  F sin 2 ( / 2)

(7.1)

where I i and I r are the incident and reflected light intensity,



2



2nL

(7.2)

is the phase difference between each succeeding reflection, and
F

4R
(1  R) 2

(7.3)

is the coefficient of finesse, R is the reflectance on both surfaces, n and L are
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the refractive index and length of the F-P cavity. For different reflectance, the
reflection spectra for FPI are plotted in Figure 7.2 with phase difference. It is shown
that for a larger reflectance, the finesse is large and the spectrum becomes very sharp.
For a small reflectance, the reflection spectrum approaches a sinusoidal distribution.

Figure 7.2 Reflection spectra for Fabry-Perot interferometer with different
reflectance.

For fiber-optic FPI, the reflectance on the interface between silica and air is
about 4%. Therefore the higher order reflection from the second interface can be
neglected. The situation is simplified as two-beam interference. The reflected electric
field is composed by the two components from the inner and outer interfaces as
Er  E1  E2
 E0 r1 exp(i0 )  E0 (1  r1 ) r2 exp  i (    0 ) 

,

(7.4)

where E0 and 0 are the amplitude and initial phase of electric field of incident
light, r1 and r2 are the reflectance at the inner and outer surfaces,  is the phase
delay in the F-P cavity, half-wave loss in the outer surface reflection is considered.
The reflection intensity can be derived from Eq. (7.4) as
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2

I r  Er  E02 r1  E02 (1  r1 ) 2 r2  2 E02 (1  r1 ) r1r2 cos( )
 I1  I 2  2 I1 I 2 cos( )

,

(7.5)

where
I1  E02 r1  I 0 r1 ,
I 2  E02 (1  r1 ) 2 r2  I 0 (1  r1 ) 2 r2 ,

(7.6a)
(7.6b)

are the reflected intensities from the inner and outer surfaces, respectively, I 0 is the
incident light intensity. Eq. (7.5) can be rewritten as
Re  I r / I 0  a 1  b cos( )  ,

(7.7)

a  r1  (1  r1 ) 2 r2 ,

(7.8a)

where

b

2(1  r1 ) r1r2
,
r1  (1  r1 ) 2 r2

(7.8b)

are the reflection without interference and visibility of the F-P interferometer,
respectively. For the silica fiber-optic FPI, r1  r2  0.033 , a  0.0639 , b  0.9994 .
Therefore, only ~ 12.8% of the light intensity can be reflected at most. However, the
visibility is close to 1, which provides a perfect interferometric spectrum with large
contrast.
The dependence of reflection of FPI on the wavelength and length of F-P cavity
is shown in Figure 7.3.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7.3 Dependence of FPI reflections on (a) wavelength and (b) cavity
length.

It is shown that a small variation of light wavelength or cavity length can result
in a large change on the reflection. For a fixed cavity length, the wavelength of the
adjacent reflection peaks or dips is related to the cavity length as
1

1



1

2



1
.
2L

(7.9)

From the above equation, we can also derive the cavity length from the reflection
spectrum as
L

12
2 FSR

,

(7.10)

where FSR  2  1 is the free spectral range (FSR).
As an external pressure applied to the diaphragm of a pressure sensor, the
diaphragm will be deformed due to its mechanical properties, which changes the
cavity length of the EFPI and results in the reflected light intensity variation. This is
the basic principle of diaphragm-based EFPI for pressure detection.

7.2.2 Pressure response of diaphragm
As stated in the previous section, a pressure applied to the diaphragm can make it
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deformed and result in a variation for the reflected light intensity of an EFPI. Thus,
the pressure response of the diaphragm plays a crucial role in the EFPI based
pressure sensor. In this section, both of the static pressure and dynamic pressure
response of the diaphragm will be investigated.
7.2.2.1 Under static uniform pressure

When the deformation of the diaphragm is less than 30% of its thickness, it can be
considered as perturbation case that the magnitude of the diaphragm deformation is
proportional to the external pressure. For a diaphragm with uniform thickness of h,
radius of a, the deformation of it under external uniform pressure is expressed as
[10]
Y (r ) 

3(1   2 ) P 2 2 2
a  r  ,
16 Eh3

(7.11)

where r is the distance from the center of the diaphragm,  and E are the
Poisson’s ratio and Young’s modulus of the diaphragm material, and P is pressure. It
is shown that the deformation of the diaphragm achieves a maximum value in its
center (r=0) while equals zeros at the outer boundary (r=a). For a silica diaphragm
(E=73 GPa and μ=0.17) with thickness of 10 μm and radius of 100 μm and clamped
at the edges, the distribution of its deformation under a uniform pressure of 1 kPa is
calculated and shown in Figure 7.4. The maximum deformation is about 0.25 nm.
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Figure 7.4 Deformation of a diaphragm with diameter of 200 μm and thickness
of 10 μm at a 1 kPa uniform pressure.

The maximum deformation in the center of a diaphragm is
Ymax

3(1   2 ) P 4

a ,
16 Eh3

(7.12)

which is proportional to pressure and the fourth order of diaphragm diameter, but
reversely proportional to the Young’s modulus and the third order of diaphragm
thickness. When the diaphragm is selected, the maximum deformation is only
proportional to the pressure, giving the pressure sensitivity of the diaphragm as
ysens

3(1   2 ) a 4
 Ymax / P 
.
16 E h3

(7.13)

In pressure detection experiment, the light beam is usually aligned to the center
of the diaphragm to ensure a maximum sensitivity given by Eq. (7.13). The
sensitivity is determined by both the diaphragm material and its dimension.
Therefore, we can enhance the pressure detection sensitivity by selecting material
with small Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio, reducing the diaphragm thickness
or increasing the diameter of diaphragm. For instance, the pressure sensitivity of a
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silica diaphragm at room temperature (25 °C) (E=73 GPa and μ=0.17) is expressed
as
ysens  2.4943 106

a4
(nm/kPa) ,
h3

(7.14)

where a and h in the unit of μm. While for a polymer material, taking mylar (E=5
GPa and μ=0.3) [11] as an example, the relatively small Young’s modulus gives a
pressure sensitivity as
ysens  3.4125 105

a4
(nm/kPa) ,
h3

(7.15)

one order higher than the silica diaphragm with the same thickness and diameter.
The pressure sensitivity of silica diaphragm with different diameter and thickness is
plotted in Figure 7.5.

Figure 7.5 Pressure sensitivity of silica diaphragm with different diameter and
thickness.

Since the linear relationship between the diaphragm deformation and pressure is
only valid when the deformation is less than 30% of the diaphragm thickness, the
thickness of the diaphragm should not be less than its minimum value to ensure a
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linear pressure response. When the range of the pressure to be measured is known,
the minimum diaphragm thickness can be estimated as
1/ 4

hmin

 (1   2 ) Pmax 


 1.6 E


a,

(7.16)

It is shown that the minimum diaphragm thickness is proportional to the quarter
order of applied pressure and proportional to the diaphragm diameter. The
dependence of minimum thickness for a silica diaphragm on the detected pressure
and diaphragm diameter is plotted in Figure 7.6.

Figure 7.6 Dependence of minimum thickness on the maximum detected
pressure and diaphragm diameter for a silica diaphragm.

7.2.2.2 Under dynamic acoustic field

The frequency response of a diaphragm is also a very important factor that
determines the acoustic detector properties. The diaphragm can be regarded as a free
vibration circular plate with its edges clamped. So the natural resonant frequency of
it is expressed as [10, 12]
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f mn 

2
 mn
E
h
,
2
4 3 (1   ) r 2

(7.17)

where mn is a constant related to the vibration mode of the diaphragm, E ,  , and

 are the Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio and mass density of diaphragm material,
h and r are the thickness and effective radius of diaphragm. The nature resonant

frequency of a diaphragm is proportional to its thickness while inversely
proportional to the square of the effective radius. For the lowest vibration mode,

00 =3.196. So the natural resonant frequency of the first vibration mode of a silica
diaphragm can be calculated as
f 00  2.742 109

h
(Hz) ,
r2

(7.18)

where h and r are in micrometer.
When the diaphragm is operated at forced vibration mode, the dynamic
deformation Y (r , , t ) of it can be described by the following damping equation as
[12]
D 2Y   h

 2Y
Y

 peiF t ,
2
t
t

(7.19)

where p and F are the amplitude and angular frequency of the applied acoustic
pressure,  is the damping coefficient of the diaphragm, D is the flexural rigidity
of the diaphragm defined by
D

Eh3
(N/m 2 ) .
12(1   2 )

(7.20)

By solving Eq. (7.19), we can obtain the diaphragm deformation as
Ymn (F ) 
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is the damping term and
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describes the natural angular frequency of diaphragm in air, f mn and  mn are
given by Eq. (7.17).
The enhancement coefficient between the dynamically forced diaphragm and
static pressure with the same amplitude at each vibration mode is defined as
Qmn 

2
mn
2
 F2 ) 2  4F2  2
(mn

.

(7.24)

The frequency response of the enhancement Q-factor at the fundamental vibration
mode for a silica diaphragm with diameter of 1000 μm and thickness of 10 μm is
calculated and shown in Figure 7.7 by neglecting the damping term (ξ=0).

Figure 7.7 Frequency response of the enhancement factor at the fundamental
vibration mode for a silica diaphragm.
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It is shown that the resonant frequency is f00=109.73 kHz. The enhancement
curve shows a flat frequency response almost without an enhancement when the
acoustic frequency is less than 40 kHz, and a strong resonance happens between
100-120 kHz frequency range, with a maximum enhancement factor as high as 200.
These two frequency zones can be utilized for different applications:
1) If the pressure sensor works at a broadband detection, the diaphragm should be
designed to ensure the resonant frequency of the fundamental vibration mode be
3 times of the detection frequency at least. Thus the deformation of the
diaphragm is proportional to the applied acoustic pressure with a flat frequency
response;
2) If the dynamic frequency is known or can be precisely controlled, the diaphragm
can be designed to make the operation frequency coincide with the fundamental
resonant frequency in order to gain a large enhancement. In this case, the sensor
works at narrowband mode and the deformation of the diaphragm becomes
Ymn (mn ) 

3(1   2 ) p a 4 mn
,
16 E
h3 2

(7.25)

and enhancement coefficient becomes
2
mn mn
 E h2
Qmn 

.
2
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The final acoustic pressure sensitivity is
2
 mn
ymn (mn )  Ymn (mn ) / p 
32

3 (1   2 ) a 2
.
16 E
h

(7.27)

If the damping coefficient  is a constant, the diaphragm properties result an
inverse effect on the static pressure sensitivity and enhancement coefficient of
the resonance. That is to say, if one selects diaphragm with smaller Young’s
modulus, larger diaphragm diameter and smaller thickness, the static pressure
sensitivity is higher but the enhancement coefficient at the resonance is smaller.
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Contradiction seems to appear. However, the combination effect of these two
indicates that the final dynamic acoustic pressure sensitivity is still proportional
to the square of diaphragm diameter, inversely proportional to the diaphragm
thickness and square root of Young’s modulus.

7.2.3 Signal demodulation method
For pressure detection, the deformation of the diaphragm induces the variation of the
F-P cavity length, which results in the phase change of EFPI and the intensity at an
individual wavelength also changes. In order to obtain the quantities of the
deformation of the diaphragm, signal demodulation is necessary. There are generally
two main demodulation methods for this kind of EFPI based pressure detection.
1) Spectrum phase trace method

Figure 7.8 Scheme for spectrum phase trace demodulation method.

In this method, a broadband light source is coupled to the sensor, and the reflected
light is coupled back to the optical spectrum analyzer (OSA) to monitor the spectrum
of the light shown in Figure 7.8. As the diaphragm of the sensor is deformed by the
pressure, a phase change will appear on the light spectrum as indicated in Figure 7.9.
The diaphragm deformation can be calculated from
L 

dip
2 FSR

 ,

(7.28)

where dip is the wavelength at the dip,  is the wavelength shift due to the
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diaphragm deformation and FSR is the free spectral range.

Figure 7.9 Spectrum shift of EFPI due to the deformation of diaphragm.

2) Interferometric intensity trace method
This method is especially efficient for dynamic acoustic pressure detection. When
the periodic acoustic pressure applied to the diaphragm to cause it deformed
periodically, the F-P cavity length shows a periodic variation. Therefore the
reflection of EFPI in Eq. (7.7) is expressed as


 4
Re  a 1  b cos 
 L  L sin(t )    ,
 



(7.29)

where  is the angular frequency of detected acoustic pressure. When the sensor is
operated at different phase of interferometric fringe, the output signal is shown in
Figure 7.10. When the demodulation is operated to ensure the phase variation within
the linear range, the output signal shows a linear relationship with the cavity length
variation as
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4


Re  a 1  b
L sin(t )  .
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In the nonlinear range, the sensitivity of the output signal is lower and the signal is
distortion. The ideal condition for interferometric intensity demodulation is to fix the
operation at the quadrature point (Q-point) as indicated in Figure 7.10 to ensure a
maximum measurement sensitivity and range.

Figure 7.10 Interferometric intensity trace demodulation method with different
operating point.

In this method, the maximum measurement range corresponds to a phase change
no more than π/2. So the maximum detectable cavity length variation should satisfy
the condition
Lmax 

o
8

,

where o is the operating wavelength.
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7.3 All-optical PAS gas detection based on EFPI
7.3.1 Sensing system
The principle for EFPI based gas detection is PAS. The gas detection process can be
divided into three steps:
1) Light energy is absorbed by the sensing gas in the F-P cavity and generates a
localized heat production via photoacoustic effect, which heats the gas in the
cavity to induce a uniform pressure;
2) The laser wavelength is modulated to generate a periodic acoustic pressure wave.
The acoustic pressure applied on the diaphragm to cause it deformed back and
forth periodically;
3) The periodic deformation of diaphragm modulates the F-P cavity length. Thus
the reflected light intensity of the EFPI is varied periodically, which can be
measured to determine the gas concentration.
Therefore, the all-optical gas sensing system based on EFPI in our experiment is
displayed in Figure 7.11. A distributed feedback (DFB) laser with wavelength tuned
to the target absorption line of sensing gas and modulated at a frequency f acts as the
excitation light source to be absorbed by the gas and generate the PA wave. Both of
the detection light and excitation light are coupled to the sensor head through optical
fiber via a coupler and a circulator. The sensor head is a diaphragm-based EFPI with
a small cavity between the fiber end and the inner surface of diaphragm. Gas can
diffuse into the cavity through a small hole in the ferrule. Periodic light absorption in
this F-P cavity generates an acoustic pressure wave via photoacoustic effect. The
acoustic pressure applied on the diaphragm to make it deformed periodically, which
can be measured by monitoring the reflected light intensity of this EFPI. The optical
intensity from the source laser is prevented by a tunable bandpass filter. The second
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harmonic of the reflected intensity, which is proportional the acoustic pressure in the
F-P cavity by properly selecting the operating point of the EFPI, is detected by a
lock-in amplifier. The operating point of the EFPI is controlled by tuning the
wavelength of the detection light via a computer to achieve optimal acoustic pressure
sensitivity.

Figure 7.11 Diagram of the gas sensing system including the close-up figure for
the sensor head. Blue lines show the optical path and black arrows depict the
electrical path directions

7.3.2 Fabrication of sensor head
The most widely used material for fabricating the diaphragm of an EFPI pressure
sensor is silica due to its favorable characteristics and easy bonding with optical fiber.
It can be fabricated by wet-etching [13-16], direct cleaving and fusion splicing [17],
or reactive ion etching the silicon substrate [18]. The thickness of a silica diaphragm
is usually in the range of ~ μm. In order to improve the sensitivity of an EFPI based
pressure sensor, two approaches are usually employed: reducing the diaphragm
thickness or using diaphragm material with a lower Young’s modulus. For the
former case, typical representatives are nano-thick silver film [19, 20] or graphene
diaphragm [21]. While for the latter case, polymer diaphragm with low Young’s
modulus can be used as the sensing element [22-25].
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Considering the small Young’s modulus and easy fabrication process, we select
a polymer diaphragm as our sensing material of EFPI. The fabrication of the sensor
head can be composed by the following three main steps:

Figure 7.12 Fabrication process for the sensor head.

1) Fabricate the polymer diaphragm. The diaphragm is made of UV cured polymer
film (NOA68, Norland Products) due to its small Young’s modulus (E=0.138
GPa) and easy fabrication. A drop of polyimide (~4 mm3) is dispensed into the
deionized water in a Petri dish with a diameter of 10 cm [23, 24]. The polyimide
floats on the surface of water and spreads out to form a thin film as shown in
Figure 7.12 (a). By observing the coloration of the polymer film and controlling
the spreading time, a thin polymer film with thickness down to μm or even nm
can be obtained. Then an ultraviolet (UV) light shines the polyimide film to
make it cured. The cured polyimide film is lifted up carefully from the water
with a support and heated in an oven (set to 50 °C) to evaporate the residual
water to make the film strong enough. The diameter of the dispensed film is
about 5 cm, therefore the thickness of the diaphragm is estimated to be ~ 2 μm.
2) Prepare of ferrules and stick the diaphragm to the end of the outer ferrule. A
plastic ferrule is fabricated with a shape as shown in Figure 7.12 (b). The inner
diameter of the cavity is 2.5 mm and the front section of the cavity is a little bit
wider (2.75 mm) to facilitate the gas diffusing into the cavity from the side
opening. A thin layer of low-expansion adhesive is covered on the end of the
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outer ferrule by spin coating. Then the ferrule slowly approaches the polymer
diaphragm until in touch with it. The diaphragm will be adhered on the end of
the ferrule as the sensing element.
3) Form the F-P cavity and fix the components of sensor head. After the diaphragm
bonded on the end of the outer ferrule, a ceramic inner ferrule with outer
diameter of 2.5 mm and inner diameter of 125 μm, a general optical fiber with
end cleaved flat plug in, is moved into the outer ferrule step by step as shown in
Figure 7.12 (c). Meanwhile, the reflected optical intensity is monitored by the
system demonstrated in Figure 7.8 until an interferometric spectrum with good
visibility appears in the OSA as shown in Figure 7.13. The FSR is ~ 6.9 nm and
the length of the formed F-P cavity is calculated to be ~172 μm.

Figure 7.13 Reflection spectrum of the diaphragm-based EFPI.

7.3.3 Acoustic pressure response
To evaluate the acoustic pressure response of our sensor head, we built up a
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measurement system as shown in Figure 7.14. A loudspeaker driven by a signal
generator provides an acoustic wave that applies on the sensor head. Light from a
tunable laser coupled to the sensor head to quantitate the amount of diaphragm
deformation by the reflected light. A spectrum analyzer is used to determine the
frequency distribution of the output signal.

Figure 7.14 Schematic for the acoustic pressure response of diaphragm-based
EFPI acoustic sensor.

The laser wavelength is tuned to the Q-point (1550.9 nm) of the EFPI as
indicated in Figure 7.13. The voltage of the signal generaor is set to 1 V with
frequency swept from 300 Hz to 9.5 kHz. The power spectral density (PSD) for an
acoustic frequency of 2.75 kHz is shown in Figure 7.15. The signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) is estimated to be 48 dB between the peak power density and the average
noise floor of the adjacent frequency. And the frequency corresponding to the peak
PSD is equal to the frequency of acoustic pressure, indicting that only the first
harmonic of the diaphragm deformation is effectively excited. For different acoustic
frequency, the peak value of the power spectrum is plotted as shown in Figure 7.16.
It is obvious that the diaphragm achieves a first order oscillation at around 754 Hz.
And the acoustic sensor shows a relatively flat frequency response from 2.5 kHz to 6
kHz. The fluctuation of the frequency response curve might due to the unequal
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acoustic generation effcient of loudspeaker for different frequency.

Figure 7.15 Power spectral density of the diaphragm-based EFPI acoustic sensor
at frequency 2.75 kHz.

Figure 7.16 Peak PSD for different acoustic frequency with fixed acoustic
amplitude.
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With the acoustic frequency fixed at 2.75 kHz, the output signals of the EFPI
demodulated at its first harmonic is measured with different acoustic pressure
amplitude controlled by the driving voltage of loudspeaker. It reveals that the output
signal is perfectly proportional to the acoustic pressure, indicating the stability and
linearly operation at 1550.9 nm of our acoustic sensor. Because the absolute
amplitude of the acoustic pressure is unable to be precisely measured in our
laboratory currently, we can not be able to give a quantitative sensitivity of our
acoustic sensor.

Figure 7.17 First harmonic signal of EFPI depended on the driving voltage of
loudspeaker at 2.75 kHz.

7.3.4 All-optical gas detection
All-optical gas detection by using this kind of miniature pressure sensor is first
proposed and experimentally carried out in this work. The acoustic generation and
detection both happen in the small cavity of EFPI. The principle governing this
approach is photoacoustic spectroscopy and diaphragm-based EFPI acoustic pressure
response. The experiment setup has been demonstrated in section 7.3.1 already. The
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sensing gas is acetylene with a concentration of 1%. The wavelength of the
excitation laser is tuned to 1530.37 nm, corresponding to the P(9) absorption line of
acetylene in the near-IR range. The absorption line strength is ~1.211×10-20
cm-1/(mol cm-2) [26]. The detection laser wavelength is tuned to 1556.1 nm,
corresponding to the Q-point of EFPI interference fringe, with a laser power of 4
mW. The experiment is carried out at atmospheric pressure and room temperature.
The excitation laser power used in the PAS absorption is 8 mW. The modulation
frequency is set to be 200 Hz with a modulation current of 30 mA, and the time
constant is 10 s with a filter slope 18 dB/octave.

Figure 7.18 PA signal with laser temperature tuned around the center of the target
absorption line.

The detected 2f PA signal from reflection of EFPI is plotted as in Figure 7.18
with source laser wavelength tuned across the absorption line by controlling the laser
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temperature. The maximum acoustic signal appears at laser temperature of ~ 21.8 °C,
and the peak-to-peak value of the signal is measured to be 616.44 μV. The noise is
estimated to be the standard deviation of the PA signal in the off-line non-absorption
spectral region as depicted in Figure 7.18. Thus a SNR of 2,314 is obtained,
indicating a detectable concentration limit of 4.3 ppmv for acetylene by our
all-optical sensing system. The sensitivity could be further enhanced by using larger
laser power, better assembling the sensor head, optimizing the diaphragm and
suppressing the effect of light intensity variation induced diaphragm deformation.
The signal demodulation method could be improved to stabilize the EFPI operation
point, which is significantly important in harsh environment measurement.
PA generation by non-acoustic-resonance within a closed cell is first
demonstrated in experiment, and the sensitivity of this all-optical gas sensing system
is found to be comparable with most of the PA gas detection method based on space
coupled acoustic resonance cell and separated electrical [1-5] or optical [6-8]
acoustic detection techniques. In addition, it is found possible for acoustic generation
and detection in an identical cell for the first time to the best of our knowledge. This
promises a useful application for small space (in mm scale) gas detection. Moreover,
the all-optical measurement system shows significant advantages over other PA
methods on remote and multiplex gas detection.

7.4 Summary
In this chapter, an all-optical PAS gas detection approach is first proposed by using a
miniature diaphragm-based EFPI. The brief principle of FPI and acoustic response of
diaphragm is introduced. A polymer film with low Young’s modulus is employed as
the sensing diaphragm with an effect diameter of 2.75 mm and thickness of ~2 μm.
PAS gas detection with this polymer-diaphragm-based EFPI demonstrated a
minimum detectable acetylene concentration of 4.3 ppmv, with potential
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enhancement means suggested. This kind of all-optical gas sensor might find
applications in small space gas detection and multiplex gas sensing areas.
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Chapter 8
Conclusion and future work

8.1 Conclusion
In this thesis, we have investigated the gas sensing techniques based on
photoacoustic spectroscopy, mainly the quartz-enhanced photoacoustic spectroscopy
(QEPAS) and its association with fiber-optic devices. Four main contributions are
addressed in this thesis as: (1) numerically optimizing of the spectrophone
parameters of QEPAS by simulating the multi-physical processes in the
spectrophone; (2) experimentally investigating on the combined effect of wavelength
modulation and residual intensity modulation in QEPAS; (3) proposing
quartz-enhanced evanescent-wave photoacoustic spectroscopy method for gas
detection; and (4) investigating all-optical gas detection based on photoacoustic
spectroscopy by using a diaphragm-type EFPI.
After introducing PAS and acoustic detection based on a quartz tuning fork
(QTF) in detail, we developed a numerical multi-physical model to investigate the
acoustic coupling and enhancement in the QEPAS spectrophone based on finite
element method. The numerical model was introduced in detail to set up the
connection between the acoustic resonance and the piezoelectric properties of the
QTF. The dependence of acoustic signal on the spectrophone dimension is simulated.
It is found that the dimension of the tubes of micro-resonator and the gap between
them greatly affects the acoustic coupling efficiency in the resonator. And the
vibration of the QTF also interacts with the acoustic wave and results in its new
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distribution and resonance. Finally, a set of parameters for the optimized
performance of the spectrophone are suggested.
A complete experimental investigation of QEPAS gas detection method was
carried out. By considering the effect of residual intensity modulation for a real
semiconductor laser, we quantitatively studied the principle of wavelength
modulation method with second harmonic detection. The experimental results agree
well with theoretical prediction, which provides a useful guidance for modulation
and demodulation parameters selection. The minimum detectable gas concentration
is estimated to be 2 ppmv for acetylene with a DFB laser power of 8.44 mW. In
addition, we developed some efficient methods in laboratorial PAS gas sensing
investigation, including fiber-optic interferometric method for the determination of
laser modulation information, gas concentration calibrating method in gas filling
process, etc.
We proposed a novel evanescent-wave photoacoustic spectroscopy method for
gas detection with a tapered OMNF. It is demonstrated that the evanescent field of an
OMNF can be used for light absorption in target gas to generate photoacoustic
pressure wave. Associated with a QTF-based acoustic detection approach, we
successfully achieved a detectable C2H2 concentration limit of 178 ppmv by using
this novel EPAS method with a 1.1-μm-diameter tapered optical fiber, corresponding
to a normalized noise equivalent absorption coefficient of 1.5×10-6 cm-1 W/Hz1/2 at
atmospheric pressure. Possible improvement methods, including thinner fiber, larger
laser power, additional resonate method, or other high sensitive detection method,
were also suggested. The compact size, well optical confinement property, free
tailored mode field, easy access to the fiber network of OMNFs promise a bright
future for this novel method.
Inspired by all-optical acoustic detection method based on EFPI, we developed
an all-optical approach for photoacoustic spectroscopy gas detection by using a
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miniature diaphragm-based EFPI. We creatively propose the idea of integrating the
acoustic generation and detection simultaneously in a compact FPI cavity. By
fabricating a μm-scale-thick polymer film and using it as the sensing diaphragm of
EFPI, we achieve a minimum detectable gas concentration of 4.3 ppmv for acetylene
from the output demodulation signal by using an 8-mW near-IR DFB laser. Possible
means to improve the sensitivity was suggested. This method possesses the
advantages of high sensitivity of PAS and all-optical properties of fiber-optic devices,
and might find important applications in small-space gas detection and remote or
multiplex gas sensing areas.

8.2 Future work
PAS provides a versatile approach for trace gas detection, which has achieved great
development in the past decade. The numerical simulation and experimental
demonstration in this thesis supply a useful guidance for the better understanding of
the physical process in PAS and optimal selecting of spectrophone dimensions and
modulation parameters. The optical micro/nano fiber based evanescent-wave
photoacoustic spectroscopy method and diaphragm-based EFPI all-optical gas
detection approach demonstrate novel realization means of PAS in all-optical
fiber-based communication systems. The future work can be suggested as follows:
1) Investigation on the molecular relaxation effect in the PAS gas detection. In
most cases, the molecular relaxation from the excited ro-vibrational state to sample
heating may be regarded as instaneous due to the much faster process of it compared
with the laser modulation period. Thus there is no consequence on the PA signal.
However, in some particular gas mixture, such as H2O and CO2, the relatively longer
relaxation time can strongly influence the PA generation. Further more, for a high
frequency modulation as in QEPAS, the molecular relaxation also becomes
unneglectable. The investigation of molecular relaxation may help understanding the
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physical process in PAS and improving the gas sensing efficiency;
2) Enhancement of the acoustic signal and finding more sensitive acoustic
detection technique in evanescent-wave PAS. By reducing the fiber diameter, we can
effectively increase the optical power in the evanescent field. With an additional
acoustic resonator as in conventional PAS, the acoustic signal could be further
enhanced. Replacing the QTF-based acoustic detection, an alternative fiber-optic
acoustic detection technique, such as interferometric method, will be explored to
improve the gas sensing ability of the system;
3) Optimizing the diaphragm-based EFPI all-optical PAS gas sensing method.
The sensitivity of the gas sensing is directly related to the dimension and quality of
diaphragm. By improving the diaphragm fabrication quality, advancing the sensor
head assembling and packaging technique, optimizing the diaphragm dimension, the
gas detection sensitivity could be considerably enhanced. Considering the influence
from environment, the stabilizing of the operation point of the FPI in signal
demodulation is necessary and important, which could be realized either by
enhancing the mechanical properties of the diaphragm, for instance, coating a thin
metal layer on the surface of the diaphragm to reduce the random vibration of it in
detection environment, or by introducing a feedback circuit to monitor the phase
variation of the interferometer and instaneously tune the detection wavlength
accordingly. The modification of the F-P cavity based gas cell structure might also
influence the sensitivity of the system;
4) Developing the all-optical multi-component and multiplexing gas sensing
system. Considering the advantages of our all-optical gas sensing methods,
evanescent-wave PAS and diaphragm-type EFPI based PAS, in fiber-optic network,
we will explore the capability of our sensing system for multi-component and
multiplexing gas sensing. This technique will be important in remote multi-point
simultaneous gas monitoring and multiple species gas detection.
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